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Abstract 
 
 
 
Lightweighting of vehicles while preserving crash-worthiness, in order to satisfy stringent 
restrictions imposed by the government on the automotive industry, has become a sought after 
solution which can be realized via hot-forming die quenching (HFDQ). HFDQ is a process where 
boron-manganese steel blanks, a grade of ultra-high strength steels with a thin eutectic Al-Si 
coating, are heated beyond TAc3 to achieve a fully austenitic microstructure, a precursor for 
martensite. Heat treatment is performed using 30 to 40 meter long roller hearth furnaces, 
comprised of multiple heating zones, with two key objectives: (1) ensure complete austenitization 
of blanks and (2) transformation of the Al-Si coating into a protective Al-Si-Fe intermetallic 
coating. Blank heating rates are controlled by the roller speed and zone set-point temperatures, 
which are currently set by trial-and-error procedures. Therefore, a thorough understanding of the 
furnace parameters and the industrial objectives are essential. Patched blanks, with spatially 
varying thickness, leads to inhomogenous heating, making this relationship elusive. 
Previous furnace-based energy models only focused on simulating the sensible energy of 
the load with no explicit information about the latent energy associated with austenitization. 
Consequentially, the latent term had been incorporated into the sensible energy term thereby 
defining an effective specific heat. In order to realize how blank heating rate influences 
microstructural and Al-Si layer evolution, a model coupling heating and austenite kinetics is 
necessary. This integrated model serves as means for optimizing the heating process. 
In this work a thermometallurgical model is developed, combining a heat transfer submodel 
with two austenite kinetic submodels, an empirical first-order kinetics model and a constitutive 
kinetics model, via the latent heat of austenitization. The models simultaneously predict the heating 
and austenitization curves, for unpatched/patched blanks heated within a roller hearth furnace. 
Validation studies showed that the first-order kinetics model reliably estimated heating and 
transformation kinetics compared to the constitutive model.  
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The validated models are then used to optimize the zone set-point temperatures, roller 
speed, and cycle length for a 12-zone roller hearth furnace whilst minimizing the cycle time in a 
deterministic setting. A gradient-based interior point method and hybrid scheme were used to 
assess the constrained multivariate minimization problem with two alternative austenitization 
constraints imposed: a soak-time based and explicitly modeled requirement. In both cases, the 
most savings in cycle time were achieved using the explicitly modeled phase fraction austenite 
constraint, with reductions of approximately 2 to 3 times from the nominal settings.  
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The symbols in the document are kept consistent, both internally and with the source literature. 
Below is a list of symbols used in this thesis, categorized in the context in which they appear. 
Critical Temperatures 
Symbol Units Description 
TAe1 °C Onset of austenitization under equilibrium 
TAe3 °C Completion of austenitization under equilibrium 
TAc1 
°C Onset of austenitization under non-isothermal heating 
conditions 
TAc3 
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Ms °C Initiation of martensite transformation 
Mf °C Completion of martensite transformation 
 
 
Heat Transfer Submodel 
Symbol Units Description 
22MnB5 kg/m
3 Density of 22MnB5 
cp,eff J / (kgK) Effective specific heat 
Vj m
3 Volume of region j 
dT/d °C /s Heating rate 
Qrad W Radiation heat transfer rate 
Qconv W Convection heat transfer rate 
Qcond W Conduction heat transfer rate 
T∞ K Air temperature 
Nu - Nusselt number 
Lc m Characteristic length 
As m
2 Wetted surface area 
Heat Transfer Parameters 
Symbol Units Description 
i - Biot Number 
hrad W/(m2K) Linearized heat transfer coefficient 
tblank m Blank thickness 
G W/(m2m) Spectral irradiation 
Eb W/(m
2m) Spectral emissive black power 
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P m Blank perimeter 
kair W/(mK) Thermal conductivity of air 
Tfilm K Film temperature 
LcRa  - Rayleigh number 
g m/s2 Gravitational constant 
 K-1 Volumetric expansion coefficient 
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Chapter One 
Introduction to Hot Forming Die Quenching 
 
 
 
The hot forming die quenching (HFDQ) process and its industrial relevance are explored. A 
thorough description of Usibor® 1500AS, the most commonly used ultra-high strength steel 
(UHSS) in HFDQ, is provided. The focus of the HFDQ process is upon the heating stage, realized 
with roller hearth furnaces, with the objective of fully austenitizing UHSS blanks and transforming 
the as-received Al-Si coating into an Al-Si-Fe intermetallic layer with desired properties. Issues 
with current industrial practice have been identified, followed by a detailed review of past furnace 
based models (heat transfer and austenitization kinetics). The chapter concludes by stating the 
research objectives and an outline of the thesis structure.  
1.1 Hot Forming Die Quenching 
 
HFDQ or “hot stamping” was initially developed by Plannja, a Swedish company specializing in 
saw blade fabrication (1977). Due to increased demand to satisfy fuel economy and emission 
regulations, HFDQ was adopted by the automotive industry to make automotive parts (including 
door beams, A- and B-pillars, front and rear bumpers, and side impact beams, cf.  Figure 1.) from 
ultra-high strength steels, [1], in order to obtain lighter, and thus more fuel efficient cars without 
sacrificing crash-performance [2, 3]. UHSS components can realize up to 50% weight savings 
compared to high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels [4], and each 10% reduction in weight results 
in an approximately 2-8% improvement in vehicle fuel consumption [5]. Previously, light-
weighting was mainly done using HSLA steels and aluminum, however, due to their cost, lack of 
strength, and limited formability [6, 7] boron-manganese steels have come to prominence in 
automotive manufacturing.  
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The hot stamping processes can be classified as either direct or indirect, as shown in Figure 
2. The direct HFDQ process is comprised of three stages: (1) heating of UHSS steel to transform 
the as-received ferrite-pearlite microstructure into austenite; (2) transfer of heated steel to water-
cooled tool/die; and (3) forming and quenching of the steel to produce fully martensitic as-formed 
part.  
The heating stage of HFDQ, is traditionally performed using a continuous roller hearth 
furnace [8]. The purpose of heating in HFDQ is two-fold; first to convert the as-received 
ferrite/pearlite microstructure to austenite; and, second, to transform the Al-Si layer into an 
intermetallic Al-Si-Fe layer. The heating process is non-isothermal [9] where UHSS blanks are 
thermally soaked at 900°C [1], thus transforming the as-received microstructure consisting of 
ferrite grains and pearlite bands [10] into austenite (a single phase solid solution of carbon stable 
at high temperature [11]), as shown in Figure 3. Austenitization is the precursor to martensite and 
makes the steel ductile allowing for forming of complex geometries with minimized forming 
forces and reduced wear stress between the steel and forming tool [3, 12]. During heating the Al-
Si coating reacts with iron from the substrate steel to form a permanent Al-Si-Fe intermetallic layer 
that prevents decarburization and provides long-term environmental corrosion protection in the 
final formed automotive component [13, 14, 15]. 
Figure 1: Structural components manufactured using UHSS blanks in hot forming die 
quenching, for automotive applications [1]. 
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Figure 3: Optical microscopy of the as-received and heated microstructure of Al-Si coated 
22MnB5. (a) As-received steel composed of ferrite grains and pearlite bands. Ferrite grains 
appear bright and pearlite bands appear dark (due to presence of carbon). (b) Micrograph of 
the steel heated to 900°C, yielding complete austenitization, which is assumed to its entirety to 
be martensite upon quenching [10]. 
(a)
Ferrite
Pearlite
20 µm
(b)
Martensite
20 µm
Figure 2: Two variants of hot stamping process employed in industrial practice: (a) direct hot 
stamping and (b) indirect hot stamping [1]. 
Blank Austenitization Transfer Forming and 
quenching
Part
Blank Cold pre-forming Austenitization Transfer Calibration and 
quenching
Part
(a)
(b)
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Upon exiting the furnace, the blanks are immediately moved to cooling dies, via an 
automated transfer system. Since the exiting blanks are very hot (~950°C), they cool rapidly 
through radiative exchange and natural convection with the colder surroundings. To prevent 
unwanted formation of bainite or ferrite in the final microstructure after forming/quenching, 
transfer must be completed well before the blank temperature falls below TAc3 = 880°C [9, 10].  
Forming and quenching are simultaneously achieved using a single-stroke water-cooled 
tool/die. Prior to quenching, the heated blanks must be formed, as it is most ductile and capable of 
yielding part geometries of varying complexity [1]. The quenching process converts austenite into 
martensite, via a diffusionless (or “flash-freeze”) transformation [16], achieved using feasible 
cooling rates [17] between 25-30°C/s [9]. The goal of this procedure is usually to achieve 
homogeneous mechanical properties in the formed part through uniform cooling, although 
distributed tailored properties may be desirable for certain applications [18]. Caron et al. [19] 
explained that the non-uniform die surface temperatures and contact pressure affect the extent of 
cooling experienced by the blank. Forming/quenching tools are designed with internal cooling 
channels, to maintain uniform die surface temperatures needed to ensure adequate quenching rates 
[1].  
Indirect hot stamping has one additional step upstream, prior to the austenitization stage, 
called cold pre-forming, in which blanks are formed into their approximate shapes. This additional 
step aids in the forming/quenching process as pressing forces and tool wear are minimized. In 
practice, however, direct hot stamping lines are more often employed due to the cost savings 
associated with the elimination of the cold pre-forming step. This work focuses on the direct HFDQ 
process. 
Naderi [4] had shown that boron steel grades are the only type of alloys that form a fully 
martensitic microstructure upon quenching. The hardenability of such steels is greatly influenced 
by the addition of boron (eg. 10 – 50 ppm) [12], which delays austenite decomposition to bainite 
and ferrite. This consequently reduces the feasible cooling rates required to achieve martensite (i.e. 
shifting the “nose” of the TTT diagram to the right) [12, 17], thus making boron steels desirable 
for HFDQ operations.  
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1.1.1 Usibor® 1500AS 
 
Usibor® 1500AS is the most widespread UHSS used for HFDQ, due to its versatility, enhanced 
formability, and high strength upon quenching. The base steel, 22MnB5, is a hypoeutectoid steel, 
with approximately 0.23 wt%-C [10], including trace elements of boron, titanium, and manganese 
which improve strength characteristics [1]. Naderi [4] explains that the segregation of boron 
throughout the austenite grain boundaries delays the nucleation of ferrite during quenching, 
enabling formation of martensite easily, whereas titanium slows grain growth, thus enabling finer 
grain structures to form and improve toughness [4]. The average chemical composition of the steel, 
as experimentally determined by Di Ciano et al. [10], is summarized in Table 1.  
Table 1: Composition (wt. %) of constituents composing 22MnB5 
C Mn Si Cr Al Ti Ni P Cu B Mo Fe 
0.23 1.17 0.25 0.20 0.04 0.034 0.02 0.015 0.01 0.002 < 0.01 Bal. 
 
 The microstructure of the as-received steel, shown in Figure 3, consists of approximately 
80%-ferrite / 20%-pearlite. Austenite nucleation initiates within the ferrite/pearlite grain structure 
upon reaching the onset critical temperature, TAc1  730°C, and completes at TAc3  880°C [9, 10, 
20]. The transformation process, however, is not instantaneous and requires time to achieve the 
desired austenite phase fraction. Consequently, blanks quickly heated to TAc3 (e.g. through direct 
contact heating [11]) require longer soaking periods in order to convert the ferrite entirely into 
austenite [21]. In industrial roller hearth furnaces, the heating rate is sufficiently low (≤ 13°C/s) so 
that blanks are mostly austenitized upon reaching TAc3 without requiring additional thermal 
soaking, as observed by Verma et al. [22] and Jhajj et al. [23].  
Figure 4 shows the continuous cooling curve (CCT) diagram for 22MnB5. The minimum 
cooling rate required to transform austenite to martensite can be approximated using the CCT 
diagram. The transformation from austenite to martensite begins and completes at 410°C and 
280°C, respectively, with a required minimum cooling rate of 25°C/s [1, 24, 25], summarized in 
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Table 2.  Literature reports that the approximate hardness of 22MnB5 steel after quenching is 480-
500 HV [18, 26]. 
Table 2: Critical transformation temperatures and mechanical properties of 22MnB5 [1] 
TAc1 
[°C] 
TAc3 
[°C] 
Ms 
[°C] 
Mf 
[°C] 
Tcritical cool, min 
[°C/s] 
Yield Strength [MPa] Tensile Strength [MPa] 
As-received Hot Stamped As-received Hot Stamped 
730 880 410 280 25 457 1010 608 1478 
 
1.1.2 Heat Treatment  
 
The heating stage of HFDQ is crucial in order to obtain fully austenitic parts, the precursor for 
fully martensitic components, and desired transformation of the intermetallic coating. In order to 
effectively model steel heating, understanding of the heating technology, metallurgical kinetics, 
and diffusional kinetics is vital. 
Figure 4: Continuous cooling curve diagram of 22MnB5 steel [4].  
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Indirect-fired continuous roller hearth furnaces have been the mainstay heating technology 
utilized in HFDQ to heat treat blanks [8], as shown in Figure 5. While alternative heating methods 
such as batch furnaces [27], direct contact heating [28], and induction heating [1], have been 
proposed, industrial implementation of these techniques is limited [28].  
Roller hearth furnaces are on average 30-40 m long [1] and heated by natural-gas fired 
radiant tubes, separating the blanks from the products of combustion, which are corrosive and can 
cause hydrogen embrittlement. In general, the length of the furnace is a function of the mill 
productivity, part geometry, heating time, and downstream buffer times [1, 29]; longer furnaces 
permit a shorter cycle time. Roller hearth furnaces are constructed with several independent 
heating zones, each with an individually controlled set-point temperature, ranging from 800-950°C 
[23]. Ceramic rollers convey the batches, each comprised of at most four work pieces, through 
different zones heated via radiation from the surroundings, convection from the enclosed atmo 
sphere, and conduction from the rollers. Variations in the part geometry and thermal mass 
influence the heat treatment, thus specific heating rates must be defined for each blank to achieve 
complete austenitization and avoid excess coating growth [22, 23, 30]. Blank heating curves are 
used as guidelines in industry to define necessary heating conditions [1]. 
Figure 5: Continuous roller hearth furnace, located at Formet Industries, St. Thomas, ON. The 
furnace is used for austenitizing blanks and transforming the as-received eutectic coating to an 
intermetallic Al-Si-Fe layer during heating. 
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There are two distinct heat treatments that may be performed in HFDQ: isothermal and 
non-isothermal annealing, which are shown schematically in Figure 6. Isothermal annealing, also 
known as intercritical annealing, refers to thermally-soaking blanks at a temperature between TAe1 
and TAe3 [24, 25, 31, 32]. The onset temperature of the eutectoid reaction, TAe1, (i.e. ferrite/pearlite 
ferrite/austenite or )), is  723°C. Under equilibrium conditions, ferrite () is fully 
transformed into austenite () at the completion temperature, TAe3. This temperature is defined 
relative to the completion temperature of pure iron, 910°C [25], which decreases with increasing 
carbon content, causing the transition from  to occur at lower temperatures [33, 34]. Soaking 
blanks at an intermediate temperature between TAc1 and TAc3 results in partial austenitization, with 
a final microstructure that is an equilibrium mixture of austenite and ferrite (+) [24, 25]. Non-
isothermal annealing, which is also called continuous heating, involves heating blanks above TAc3 
to obtain an entirely austenitic () in the microstructure [10, 20, 24, 25]. In practice, blank heating 
Figure 6: The Fe-C phase diagram for eutectoid steels. (a) Isothermal annealing; the initial 
ferrite/pearlite structure transforms to an equilibrium mixture of ferrite/austenite. (b) Non-
isothermal annealing; the initial microstructure completely transforms to austenite as the 
temperature exceeds TAc3. The heating regime for each annealing method and associated 
equilibrium phase has been highlighted in blue. 
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in the roller hearth furnace is a continuous heating process followed by isothermal soaking [1, 24, 
25]. 
The phase transformation of 22MnB5 from ferrite/pearlite (+) to austenite () can be 
identified using the hypoeutectoid portion of the Fe-C equilibrium phase diagram, shown in Figure 
7. Austenite kinetics is a nucleation and growth process [35, 36], which was later confirmed by 
Roberts and Mehl [37], as cited by Huang et al. [36]. Huang et al. [36] stated that cementite (Fe3C) 
precipitates dictate nucleation sites; thus, potential nucleation sites are ferrite/pearlite interfaces 
and ferrite grain boundaries with cementite particles. Under equilibrium conditions, once the steel 
has reached TAe1723°C, austenite nucleation occurs both in the proeutectoid ferrite () and within 
pearlite colonies (+Fe3C), composed of eutectoid ferrite () and cementite (Fe3C) arranged in a 
lamellae structure. Although austenite nuclei form in both phases, pearlite transforms into austenite 
more quickly due to its greater carbon content. Roosz et al. [38] and Caballero et al. [39] found 
that austenite nucleation primarily occurs at the interfaces of the eutectoid ferrite/cementite within 
the colony. Speich et al. [40] explained that austenite growth within the pearlite colonies is carbon 
diffusion dependent, however at lower temperatures this switches to manganese diffusion. Since 
Figure 7: Phase diagram of a hypoeutectoid steel illustrating the microstructural evolution 
during heating. Adapted from Callister et al. [41]. 
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heat [41]treatments are performed at temperatures greater than TAe1, austenite kinetics is primarily 
controlled by carbon diffusion; the diffusivity of carbon (an interstitial atom) is orders-of-
magnitude faster compared to manganese (a substitutional atom) [42]. The phase change from 
pearlite to austenite () is rapid due to short diffusion distances between adjacent cementite 
lamellae [31, 43]. Once the pearlite has completely transformed, the microstructure consists of 
proeutectoid ferrite ( and austenite ().  
Upon further heating, Roosz et al. [38] and Speich et al. [40] had observed that the 
transformation proceeded with the proeutecoid ferrite phase. Datta and Gokhale [44] and Speich 
et al. [31] determined that during this stage of transformation there was no further nucleation and 
the process continued only by growth of pre-existing austenite particles. Since the proeutectoid 
ferrite lacks carbon, additional carbon atoms diffuse from the austenite/cementite boundary within 
the pre-existing austenite and ferrite/cementite boundary from the ferrite to promote growth of the 
 interface [25, 38]. Concerning intercritical annealing, the phase transformation of  
continues until the average carbon content of austenite equals that within the steel, thus an 
equilibrium mixture of ferrite/austenite () is expected. Heating the steel beyond TAe3 
completely transforms the ferrite into austenite. Under non-isothermal annealing conditions the 
austenite onset and completion temperatures are shifted from their equilibrium values (TAe1 and 
TAe3) to slightly higher temperatures (TAc1 and TAc3), which depend on the heating rate [45]. For 
heating rates between 1-5°C/s, Di Ciano et al. [10] found TAc1 and TAc3 to lie between 723-740°C, 
and 850-855°C, which is broadly consistent with values obtained from empirical correlations and 
experimental studies found in literature [43, 46]. 
The amount of austenite formed during heating is influenced by temperature; soak time; 
and heating rate. Previous studies on steels with comparable carbon content to 22MnB5 have 
shown that the phase fraction of austenite increases with temperature and soaking time due to 
greater carbon diffusion [24, 25, 36, 45, 46]. However, as reported by Li et al. [25] and Asadi 
Asadabad et al. [46] austenitization proceeds with higher soak times until constrained equilibrium 
of carbon diffusion. Austenitization studies in which steels are heated to a particular temperature 
at different heating rates have shown that the fraction of austenite formed at the end of the 
continuous heating stage, termed incipient austenite, decreases with higher heating rates [24, 25, 
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36, 47]. This phenomenon is due to the limited time available for carbon diffusion [24, 25]; thus 
to achieve equilibrium phase fraction of austenite longer soak times are required compared to lower 
heating rates. In contrast, when parts were heated to different intermediate temperatures with 
higher heating rates the incipient fraction austenite was always higher. Li et al. [24, 25] explained 
that higher heating rates promoted greater nuclei formation over a shorter soak period, thus 
increasing overall growth rate and austenitization within the steel. Figure 8, displays the 
dependence of austenitization on these parameters. 
The Al-Si coating also undergoes microstructural and phase changes during blank heating. 
In the as-received state, the coating consists of an Al-Si matrix and Al7Fe2Si and Al5Fe2 
intermetallic phases at the steel/coating interface [14, 30, 48], as shown in Figure 9. The melting 
temperature of the coating is approximately 575°C, depending on the exact Al-Si composition and 
heating rate [49]. The molten coating then reacts with iron that diffuses from the substrate steel to 
form a range of intermetallic compounds (e.g. Al3Fe andAl5Fe2). With further heating, the coating 
becomes progressively thicker. Ideally, the coating should be no more than 40m thick to preserve 
weldability [49] and an -Fe diffusion layer that is at least 20 m for durability [30]. The diffusion 
layer forms at the coating/steel interface at 900°C as the aluminum and silicon diffuse into the steel 
to stabilize the BCC iron lattice [30]. Previous studies [14, 30, 48, 49] performed on the Al-Si 
coating have observed sensitivity to temperature, soak time, and heating rates.  
Liang et al. [48] have shown that heating of the coating below 500°C (i.e. below the eutectic 
temperature) resulted in no change due to significantly limited interdiffusion of Fe from the 
substrate and Al atoms from the coating. However, heating beyond the eutectic temperature 
resulted in rapid phase change due to exponential relationship between the diffusion coefficient 
and absolute temperature (i.e. D = Doexp(-Q/RT)) [48]. Upon reaching 930°C, the coating fully 
transformed into the Al-Si-Fe intermetallic layer. Liang et al. [48] characterized the ternary 
intermetallic to be composed of varying fractions Al7Fe2Si, Al2Fel and Al3Fe from the surface of 
the coating to the steel. Consistently observed phenomena within the coating, at higher 
temperatures, are the presence of micro-cracks and Kirkendall voids, as shown in Figure 10. These 
features occur due to varying thermal expansion between phases and a disparity between the 
diffusion coefficient of Fe and Al atoms, respectively [48].  
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Figure 8: (a) With increasing temperature, the phase fraction of austenite increases. (b) With 
increasing soaking time, austenite increases until constrained equilibrium of carbon diffusion. 
Diamonds indicate the equilibrium fraction of austenite formed. (c) Heating to 900°C with various 
heating rates. With increasing heating rates, incipient austenite decreases. Adopted from Li et al. 
[25]. 
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Shi et al. [30] and Liang et al. [48] studied the influence of dwell time on the coating. Shi 
et al. [30] performed a two-stage study where Al-Si coated samples of 22MnB5 were heated to 
610°C for 5 minutes, to yield the Al-Si-Fe layer, followed by immediate heating to 900°C for 
various soaking periods from 0-30 minutes. They [30] observed that during the initial dwell periods 
at 610°C, an Al7Fe2Si phase forms, which subsequently transforms into Al5Fe2, containing 
precipitates of (Al, Si)5Fe2. Increasing soak time (2 to 30 minutes at 900°C), results in the 
formation of an -Fe layer and transformation of the Al5Fe2 and (Al, Si)5Fe3 into AlFe. In addition 
to the formation of these phases, an increase in the number of cracks, Kirkendall voids, and coating 
porosity was reported [30, 48]. Liang et al. [48] recommended that a dwell time of three minutes 
was ideal to compensate for tradeoff between production efficiency and coating properties.  
Heating influences the final coating thickness, which, as mentioned by Grauer et al. [49] 
should be at most 40 m thick to maintain weldability and paintability. Kolleck et al. [50, 51], 
cited by Grauer et al. [49], recommend that heating rates beyond 12°C/s should not be exceeded 
to avoid melting the coating. This has been shown to be a misinterpretation of the original patent 
[49]. On the contrary, this specified heating rate is to prevent excessive coating growth as discussed 
by Grauer et al. [49]. Grauer et al. [49] and Viet et al. [52], as provided by Liang et al. [48], proved 
melting is inevitable, even with low heating rates (i.e. 0.08°C/s). Grauer et al. [49] have shown 
Figure 9: Cross-section of Usibor®1500AS steel with the Al-Si coating. As observed, the as-
received coating is mainly made of an Al-Si matrix and thin layer of intermetallic phases at the 
steel/coating interface [30]. 
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that the melting temperature exceeds 575°C with increasing heating rate, thus reducing the final 
coating thickness due to lack of interdiffusion time between the Fe and Al atoms. 
1.2 Research Motivation 
 
Cosma International, a leading Tier-1 automotive parts supplier to OEMs, use roller heath furnaces 
to heat treat blanks for the production of automotive structural components. Cosma’s objective is 
to optimize their process through judicious selection of the furnace parameters: zone temperatures, 
blank layout (in terms of spacing between batches on the rollers), and roller speed, so as to 
minimizing energy consumption and maximize productivity while ensuring batch austenitization 
and adequate Al-Si-Fe coating growth. This procedure is complicated by the fact that each batch 
may contain blanks of varying thickness and geometry and each blank may require certain heating 
rates durations to avoid incomplete austenitization and excessive coating growth. This procedure 
becomes more complex when additional steel “patches” are spot-welded at critical locations on 
the blanks to locally reinforce the as-formed component strength, as shown in Figure 11. The 
spatially-varying blank thickness causes inhomogeneous heating that may result in nonuniform 
and substandard as-formed thus compromising final mechanical and coating properties. This issue 
may be partially addressed by increasing the heating duration, but at the cost of lower productivity. 
Figure 10: Cross-section of the Al-Si coating heated to 930°C. At high temperatures, micro-cracks 
and Kirkendall voids develop [48].  
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Overheating the blanks can also lead to excessive Al-Si-Fe layer growth, and in extreme cases, 
may cause the coating to ablate [22].  
 In practice, operators adjust these furnace parameters by trial-and-error with limited 
guidance from basic heat transfer models. This approach is not only costly and time consuming, 
but consequently results in suboptimal parameter selection [53], since trial-and-error is halted once 
an adequate, but not optimal, solution is identified. The trial-and-error process is complicated by 
the complex thermal and metallurgical processes that underlie blank heating and austenitization 
(all modes of heat transfer, temperature-dependent thermophysical and radiative properties, along 
with solid-state transport and kinetics), which makes an intuitive connection between the process 
parameters and the outcomes elusive. Thus, the need for a reliable numerical model to simulate 
simultaneous blank heating and austenitization is threefold: 
1) Forecasting production costs, which Tier-1 suppliers could use to prepare competitive 
quotes for their OEM customers. 
2) Troubleshooting to identify if the furnace parameters are sufficient to achieve complete 
austenitization, in case there are issues found with as-formed parts 
Figure 11: Unprocessed patched blank. The additional steel patch locally reinforces the blank 
to improve crashworthiness capabilities. Consequently, these areas of localized increase in 
thermal mass are highly susceptible to incomplete austenitization. The red dashed lines 
represent the patches. 
Unpatched 
Region `
Patched 
Region
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3) Improve current industrial practices, and optimize production efficiency, by providing 
physical foundation for the relationship between blank heating, austenitization, and furnace 
parameters. 
1.3 Models for Steel Reheating Furnaces 
 
Various thermal models have been developed to simulate heating of steel slabs, billets, or blanks 
within industrial furnaces. The majority of the models [54-61] proposed in the literature are limited 
in their application to strictly predicting load heating curves. Heng et al. [55] proposed a heat 
transfer model of a roller hearth furnace used to austenitize steel in which the furnace interior was 
discretized into finite surfaces, and used to derive a radiosity matrix equation. The transient load 
was then evaluated using a two-dimensional Crack-Nicolson finite difference method, assuming 
that all the energy absorbed by the load increased the sensible energy. Their model was then 
incorporated into an optimization procedure to obtain optimal zone temperatures using a neural 
network. Other scholars [23, 54, 55] developed transient 1D and 3D heat diffusion models to 
estimate the temperature distribution and dropout temperatures of steels, which were subsequently 
used to identify the zone temperatures that minimized fuel consumption. In many studies [22, 23], 
however, the surfaces within each zone are modeled as isothermal at the zone set-point 
temperature, and the influence of the moving load on the local radiation field is neglected. The 
models reviewed in literature thus far do not relate load heating to phase transformation during 
heating. Accounting for the latent heat of austenitization during heating is crucial, as recently 
highlighted by Ganesh et al. [62], who modified Heng et al.’s [55] work by relating the latent heat 
of austenitization and obtained different optimal results.  
 In the context of HFDQ, Twynstra et al. [27] adopted the approach of [63, 64, 65], in which 
an effective specific heat, cp,eff, is defined by augmenting the specific heat, cp, by dividing the latent 
heat of austenitization, (assumed to be 85000 J/kg [66]) with the difference between the austenite 
start and completion temperatures, TAc1 and TAc3, assumed to be 730°C and 880°C [9, 10, 20] 
respectively. This treatment is equivalent to assuming that austenitization occurs uniformly 
between TAc1 and TAc3. Jhajj et al. [23] improved upon this treatment by defining a temperature-
dependent cp,eff based on inverse analysis of calorimetric data measured from furnace-heated 
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22MnB5 coupons. Their work showed that the latent heat of austenitization is not uniformly 
distributed between TAc1 and TAc3; instead, the majority of the transformation occurs near TAc1. 
Tonne et al. [61] attempted to simultaneously infer cp,eff and the total emissivity of the blank 
(assumed to be grey) by regressing modeled temperatures of blanks heated within a roller hearth 
furnace to experimental data, although the recovered cp,eff differed significantly from the one found 
by Jhajj et al. [23] through inverse analysis. 
The heat transfer models described above represent an improvement over the ones used by 
industrial operators to adjust furnace process parameters, but a more accurate prediction demands 
a coupled thermometallurgical model that explicitly includes phase transformation kinetics. This, 
in turn, requires a theoretical understanding of how the rate of austenitization is related to 
temperature. Roosz et al. [38] demonstrated how the initial microstructure influences nucleation 
and growth of austenite. They further modeled nucleation and growth separately by model 
regression of metallographic data [10]. In the case of isothermal processes, the austenite phase 
fraction, f, grows according to the square root of the heating time [44], but this result does not 
apply directly to industrial processes, which are non-isothermal. Huang et al. [36] have shown that 
increased heating rates led to increased phase fraction of austenite during isothermal treatments. 
Caballero et al. [20] developed a two-stage kinetics model for austenitization by considering 
pearlite dissolution and ferrite to austenite transformation independently for non-isothermal 
heating.  
More recently, Di Ciano et al. [10] derived an empirical first-order (“F1”) model for 
22MnB5 alloy, corresponding to an Avrami model with n = 1, based on dilatometry measurements 
carried out at constant heating rates, from 1°C/s-20 °C/s, within a Gleeble. In this model, austenite 
nucleation and grain growth, which are distinct processes in reality, were collectively represented 
by a single activation energy and rate constant, which are the only model parameters. Despite its 
simplicity, the model was shown to accurately predict instantaneous austenite phase fractions in 
coupons heated at constant rates as well as those that follow a furnace-like temperature profile. 
Li et al. [25] recently reported an alternative phenomenological kinetics model for 
isothermal and non-isothermal annealing of 22MnB5.  Their model relates heating rate effects on 
the austenite transformation via a power law. In contrast to Di Ciano et al.’s [10] F1 model, Li et 
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al.’s model explicitly accounts for the intermediate stages involved in the transformation 
procedure: nucleation, growth, and impingement. The corresponding model parameters were 
found by regressing predicted austenite phase fractions to those inferred from Gleeble-based 
dilatometry measurements carried out on coupons heated to temperatures between TAc1 and TAc3 
and at different heating rates (1, 2, 5, and 25°C/s) and then held for a soaking period of 15 minutes. 
1.4 Thesis Objectives 
 
The aim of this research is:  
(i) Develop a thermometallurgical model for furnace-based austenitization of Al-Si coated 
22MnB5 steel blanks heated within a roller hearth furnace 
(ii) Identify the optimal parameters of a twelve-zone roller hearth furnace to identify 
optimal furnace parameters, which will minimize the cycle time.  
Uncertainties in the blank temperature and austenite phase fraction arising from uncertain furnace 
temperatures and austenitization model parameters are estimated using a Monte Carlo technique 
and summarized through 95% confidence intervals. The models are validated comparing predicted 
temperatures to thermocouple measurements and predicted austenite phase fractions to values 
inferred from Vickers microhardness measurements carried out on coupons extracted at 
intermediate times during heat treatment. Model validation was performed using an industrial 
roller hearth furnace and a laboratory scale muffle furnace. Initial validation was performed using 
the muffle furnace to verify model assumptions, ease of specific experimental validation, and 
replicative ability of heating conditions. Following the lab scale testing, industrial scale testing 
was performed on patched blanks. 
 This model then forms the basis for a multivariate optimization, with the objective of 
minimizing the cycle time for a twelve-zone roller hearth furnace, by optimizing the zone 
temperatures, length of cycle, and roller speed. The problem domain was initially analyzed using 
the interior point method (a gradient-based method), where nonlinear constraints were 
superimposed to the objective function by defining logarithmic barrier functions. The 
minimization problem was then assessed by using a hybrid algorithm, which coupled a genetic 
algorithm and the interior point method. 
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1.5 Overview of the Thesis 
 
This work reports the development and application of the thermometallurgical model in five 
sections.  
Chapter 2 focuses on characterizing the furnaces used in the study to validate the model. 
Initially, physical attributes of the furnace are discussed, including geometrical dimensions, 
control strategies, and temperature set-points.  
Chapter 3 presents the derivation of the thermometallurgical submodel. The chapter 
outlines the assumptions and methodology used to develop the heat transfer submodel, from an 
energy balance. Subsequently, two candidate kinetics submodels will be considered for 
austenitization during heating. Finally, the independent models will be coupled in order to relate 
blank heating to phase transformation taking place, at any instant in time.  
Chapter 4 shows how the thermometallurgical model can be used to predict incomplete 
austenitization for single- and double-gauge samples heated within a laboratory muffle furnace 
and industrial scale patch blanks in a fourteen-zone roller hearth furnace. The chapter begins by 
discussing the experimental setup for the muffle furnace followed by the roller hearth furnace. 
This section concludes by comparing experimentally inferred fraction austenite and thermal 
history to the model predictions.  
Chapter 5 focuses on design optimization for minimizing the cycle time for a twelve-zone 
roller hearth furnace. Linear and nonlinear functional constraints will be identified and described 
in terms of industrial context. Two alternative austenite constraints are analyzed. The chapter 
concludes by examining how the optimal parameters vary based on the choice of the austenite 
constraint and choice of kinetics model. 
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the experimental and theoretical contributions of this 
research with recommendations for future work.  
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Chapter Two 
Furnace Characterization  
 
 
 
 
 The surrounding temperature of a furnace wall constantly fluctuates about the set-point, a 
consequence of the hysteresis controllers (or any controller in general). Therefore, characterization 
of the furnace surroundings is necessary to incorporate appropriate boundary conditions in order 
to model blank heating and austenitization. 
Two types of furnaces were used in this study: an industrial roller hearth furnace and a lab 
scale muffle furnace. The roller hearth furnace, manufactured by Schwartz GBMH, is located at 
Formet Industries in St. Thomas, Ontario. The smaller muffle furnace, manufactured by 
ThermolyneTM, is located at the University of Waterloo. The muffle furnace provided the 
capability to recreate heating conditions similar to those observed in the roller hearth furnace, 
while permitting ease-of-access for instrumentation and, in principle, boundary conditions that are 
better characterized. The laboratory furnace served as a preliminary means to validate the 
thermometallurgical model and assess its predictive capabilities. Subsequent tests were carried out 
using the roller hearth furnace, in order to characterize the industrial process, and validate the 
finalized thermometallurgical model. These measurements were carried out with the aid of Formet 
personnel.  
2.1 Roller Hearth Furnace 
2.1.1 Furnace Geometry 
 
The roller hearth furnace involved in the study was approximately 33 m in length and 2 m wide, 
and consisted of 14 zones, some of which are thermally isolated from each other by baffles as 
shown in Figure 12. Batches, consisting of at most four blanks, are placed onto ceramic rollers 
with a minimum spacing between successive loads to facilitate ease of loading and unloading 
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performed using robotic arms, as shown in Figure 13. Ceramic rollers, uniformly spaced along 
the furnace length, are used to convey blanks through the furnace, which are irradiated from the 
top and bottom by natural gas-fired radiant tube heaters. Radiant tube burners are positioned above 
and below of the ceramic rollers within the first 15 m, while they are only located over the top for 
the remaining 15 m, and they are positioned closely together in the first half of the furnace. This 
is because greater heating capacity is needed to bring the blanks to the austenitization temperature 
over the first half of the furnace, while the radiant tube heaters in the latter half of the furnace are 
used to maintain the temperature of the blanks, which requires less heating capacity.  
Figure 13: Cross-sectional view of a roller hearth furnace used in HFDQ. The furnace consists of 
several independently controlled heating zones. Radiant tube burners (red circles) are located 
above and below the ceramic rollers (white circles). 
Figure 12: Batch layout. Batches consist of at most four blanks. Each successive batch is loaded 
with a minimum gap spacing to ensure ease of loading and unloading performing using 
automated robotic arms. 
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2.1.2 Control Strategy 
 
Patched and unpatched blanks of varying geometry and thickness are heat treated within the roller 
hearth furnace. The blank thickness varies from 1 mm (unpatched) to 4 mm (patched), and the 
required heating time to anneal the blanks ranges from 3 to 8 minutes. The zone temperature set-
points needed to fulfill the functional requirements of the heating phase (i.e. austenitization and 
Al-Si layer transformation) are largely chosen through trial-and-error by the furnace operators. 
The zone temperatures are maintained using a hysteresis controller with feedback provided from 
grounded K-type thermocouples suspended in each zone of the furnace. The K-type thermocouples 
measure when the set-point temperature of each zone exceed an upper and lower bound (typically 
20°C), thus controlling when to turn the fuel supply on or off.  
During daily operations, the surrounding set-point temperature is seldom modified between 
different production cycles. Rather, different blank thicknesses are accommodated by modifying 
the roller speed, with thicker blanks requiring more time in the furnace. This adjustment is 
performed in a heuristic way and due to the complex and non-intuitive relationship between blank 
heating, austenitization, and furnace parameters the current method is far from optimal.  
2.1.3 Roller Hearth Furnace Characterization 
 
As mentioned in §2.1.2, the temperature of each zone is regulated using a K-type 
thermocouple that is installed on a sidewall, halfway between the ceramic rollers and the ceiling 
of the furnace. Jhajj et al. [67] previously characterized a similar 12-zone roller hearth furnace. In 
their characterization study, 15 additional K-type thermocouples were installed, five each in zones 
2, 5, and 11 (i.e. near the entry, middle, and exit, respectively) in order to monitor variations within 
a zone and gain detailed understanding of the furnace temperature profile. Within each zone, two 
thermocouples were installed on the surface of the radiant tube; one on each end of the tube. One 
thermocouple was attached to the surface of the sidewall insulation, whilst one grounded and one 
ungrounded thermocouple were used to measure the ambient air temperature. Figure 14 shows the 
thermocouple locations within the furnace.  
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The temperature distribution of zone 2 is shown in Figure 15. The measured temperature 
profile reflects a cyclic trend, which is symbolic of the hysteresis control strategy. The temperature 
profile shows that the radiant tube burner is at the highest temperature. The radiated energy from 
the tubes heat the surrounding atmosphere and the walls. The local atmosphere temperature is 
higher than that of the walls, due to loss of energy from the furnace walls to the external cooler 
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 14: Location of the additionally installed thermocouples from Jhajj et al.’s [67] study. (a) 
Full length of a radiant tube, (b) Thermocouple positioned near the circular end of the tube 
using ceramic paste, (c) Installation of thermocouple on the insulating sidewall. 
Insulated 
sidewall 
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surroundings and furnace opening, as indicated in Figure 15. The difference between the surface 
of the radiant tube and the furnace walls is approximately 10°C, and the grounded and ungrounded 
thermocouple measurements were nearly identical throughout the process. The amplitude of the 
fluctuations within zone 2 is between 5-7°C over a period of approximately 400 seconds. The zone 
located in the middle of the furnace would experience reduced variation due to lower heat loss 
compared to the zones at the beginning and end, due to greater losses through the furnace openings. 
The cyclic trend becomes more frequent when heating blanks with larger thermal mass due to 
greater energy absorption from the surroundings, causing frequent cycling of the radiant tube 
burners. When developing a reliable model for furnace-based austenitization, it may be necessary 
to incorporate the temperature fluctuations. Model development and experimental analysis, 
discussed in chapters 3 and 4, make the assumption that all zones exhibit the same cyclic behavior 
in the temperature distribution. 
Figure 15: Temperature measurements made by Jhajj et al. [67] for zone 2 of a twelve-zone roller 
hearth furnace. 
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2.2 Laboratory Muffle Furnace 
2.2.1 Furnace Geometry 
 
The ThermolyneTM muffle furnace used in this thesis, shown in Figure 16, is identical to the one 
described by Jhajj et al. [23]. It is significantly smaller in size compared to the roller hearth furnace, 
having internal dimensions of 230 x 230 x 460 mm. The muffle furnace is heated using a pair of 
electrical resistance elements, with a serpentine configuration, embedded within the upper and 
lower ceramic walls. The heaters are controlled using a single unshielded K-type thermocouple, 
located at the rear of the furnace, which measures the local ambient temperature. The measured 
reading is transmitted to a PID controller, which further regulates the surrounding temperature. 
Similar to the roller hearth furnace, a hysteresis control strategy is implemented; the heating 
elements are activated or deactivated when the temperature exceeds an upper and lower bound 
(typically 20°C), relative to the set-point temperature. Within the furnace two coupons, patched 
and unpatched, are simultaneously heated in a side-by-side configuration, while being positioned 
on a ceramic platform. The patched coupon is located on the rear of the platform, whereas the 
Figure 16: ThermolyneTM lab scale muffle furnace utilized for in-house heat treatment. This 
furnace was further used to validate the thermometallurgical model, discussed in Chapter 4. 
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unpatched coupon is near the front. In order to thoroughly model coupon heating, characterization 
of the furnace surroundings may be necessary as the heating conditions near the patch may vary 
compared to the unpatched coupon due to potential thermal gradient within the furnace.  
2.2.2 Muffle Furnace Characterization 
 
Since the coupon is heated primarily by radiation from the surrounding surfaces, it is important to 
characterize how the temperature of these surfaces may depart from the set-point temperature 
measured by the control thermocouple. The reason for the variation in the temperature is that when 
the furnace door is opened and closed, to load the patched and unpatched samples, each surface is 
cooled by radiative exchange with the surroundings, and some volume of the cooler air also enters 
the furnace. Generally, since the door is always cooler compared to the remaining surfaces it 
absorbs energy throughout the heating process.  
In order to characterize the temperatures of the surrounding surfaces, four additional 
thermocouples were installed within the muffle furnace: one on the inside of the door, one to 
measure the ambient temperature directly near the test samples, and two along the length of the 
left furnace wall. Mounting the thermocouples directly to the walls resulted in unrealistic data due 
to some current leakage from the embedded electrical heaters into the thermocouple wires. To 
overcome this issue, a pseudo wall was made, from Pyrotek Pyrite N-17 refractory ceramic, a 
calcium silicate board, to which the thermocouples were attached using a Pyro putty, a metallic 
and ceramic paste. The pseudo wall was 1 mm thick and located as close to the left furnace wall 
as possible to reduce thermal and measurement lags. It was assumed that all heaters operate 
symmetrically, and thus the temperature measurements should exhibit bilateral symmetry. 
The temperature distribution within the furnace is shown in Figure 17. When the part is 
loaded, the door and front wall experience the greatest drop in temperature compared to the back 
furnace wall and ambient temperature. The door temperature is the lowest throughout the heating 
duration, which may be due to lack of proper insulation and higher energy loss to the surroundings. 
A noticeable temperature gradient is evident along the depth of the furnace, which may be 
attributed to poor insulation along the front and rear. This information will form the basis of an 
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uncertainty measurement quantification that will be incorporated into the thermometallurgical 
model. 
  
Figure 17: Measured temperature variation of the laboratory scale muffle furnace during blank 
heating. 
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Chapter Three 
Thermometallurgical Model 
 
 
 
 
In order to relate the heating and austenitization kinetics of the 22MnB5, within the muffle furnace 
and roller hearth furnace, a thermometallurgical model is necessary. Previously published furnace-
based austenitization heat transfer models for HFDQ [23, 27] implicitly accounted for 
austenitization by defining an effective specific heat [63-65]. In practice, the predicted heating 
curves are compared against the functional requirements of the furnace (e.g. enforcing a minimum 
30 second soak time above 900°C) to ensure that the blanks have been completely (or near 
completely) austenitized. Since past literature does not explicitly connect the blank heating and 
the transformation kinetics, the proposed thermal models are limited in their utility and predictive 
capability. It is thus necessary to derive a model that explicitly couples the two parameters.   
3.1 Heat Transfer Submodel 
 
Prior to developing a thermal model, it is essential to understand the modes of heat transfer 
involved in this process. Since the furnace operates at approximately 950°C, the dominate heat 
transfer mode is radiation, followed by convection, and conduction, as explained below.  
Many thermal models for furnace-based austenitization evaluate the load’s 3D temperature 
profile [23, 55]; this is not only computationally intensive but also difficult to implement in 
industrial settings. Since the blanks are very thin relative to their planar dimensions, it is reasonable 
to neglect the temperature distribution along the thickness. This assumption is justified by 
evaluating the radiative Biot number, which compares the ratio of thermal resistance between 
radiation to the surface (define in the linearized form) and conduction within the steel.  
  
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22 5internal
22 5external
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1R
 
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where the linearized radiative heat transfer coefficient is,  
 2 2( )( )  rad blank surr blank surrh T T T T   (3.2) 
Considering the case when the blank first enters the furnace, assuming that  = 0.3, Tblank = 300 K, 
Tsurr = 1000 K, tblank = 3 mm (worst case for the patched region), and k22MnB5 = 39 W/(mK) [68], 
then Bi = 1.9×10-3. Since Bi << 0.1 [69], this analysis supports the aforementioned assumption 
that there is negligible thermal gradient along the blank thickness. In the case of single-gauge 
blanks, it is reasonable to assume that the blank temperature is spatially uniform since the 
surrounding surfaces are locally isothermal (i.e. the blank “sees” isothermal surroundings), 
justifying a thermally-lumped model.  
Problem complexity increases with the introduction of patches, shown in Figure 18, as 
differences in thermal masses between the unpatched and patched areas results in nonuniform 
temperature distribution, and in principle net heat conduction between the unpatched and patched 
region. A detailed finite volume model published by Jhajj et al. [23] have shown that lateral 
conduction was insignificant, due to the thin cross-section of the blank. Patched blanks are thus 
modeled using three thermally lumped regions, defined in Table 3, and as shown in Figure 18. 
Regions “A” and “B” are decoupled due to the negligible conduction heat transfer between them, 
as per the findings of Jhajj et al.’s [23] model. However, the net heat conduction via an air gap 
between regions “B” and “C” was considered by defining an overall heat transfer coefficient.  
Table 3: Summary of the control volumes used to derive the thermal model for patched blanks 
Region “A”     Unpatched blank 
Region “B”     Substrate beneath the patch 
Region “C”     Patch 
 
 The upper and lower surfaces of the blank are assumed to experience equivalent radiative 
boundary conditions. It is assumed that the walls below the rollers in the second half of the furnace 
is at thermal equilibrium with the surroundings and radiates the blanks from the bottom. Models 
proposed by Heng et al. [55] and Ganesh et al. [62] evaluate the load heating profile by considering 
a view factor analysis and treating the surroundings as non-isothermal. The present model assumes 
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that the furnace surroundings are locally isothermal and the local irradiation experiences negligible 
influence with the presence of the blank (i.e. the small object/large isothermal enclosure 
assumption [69, 70]. The assumption is further supported by the fact that the surface area of each 
zone, in the roller hearth furnace, is significantly greater than that of the blank. Moreover, the 
furnace atmosphere is quiescent and at thermal equilibrium with the surroundings.  
With these assumptions and boundary conditions, the temperature of each region of the 
blank may be determined at any instant of time by solving three coupled differential equations.  
 22 5 , , , ,  
j
MnB p eff j rad j conv j cond j
dT
c V Q Q Q
d


  (3.3) 
where subscript “j” denotes regions “A”, “B”, or “C”,  and cp,eff are the temperature dependent 
density [68] and effective specific heat [23] of 22MnB5, Vj is the unpatched or patched volume, 
dTj/d is the rate of change in region j’s temperature, Qrad,j and Qconv,j are the radiative and 
Figure 18: Control volumes used to formulate the heat transfer submodel: “A”, unpatched 
blank; “B”, blank beneath the patch; and “C”, the patch. Heat conduction between “A” and “B” 
is neglected based on the finite difference study by [20], but heat conduction across the air gap 
separating “B” and “C” is considered.  
(A)
(C)
(B)
Tsurr =  T
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qcond
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convective heat transfer rates, Qcond,j accounts for heat conduction only between the patch covered 
blank and the patch (“B” and “C”),  is the instantaneous time. The different modes of heat transfer 
involved in the model development and analysis are schematically depicted in Figure 18. 
The radiative heat transfer between region j and the surrounding surfaces, at any instant, is 
defined by 
    4 4, , , ,,   rad j j s j surr surr s j s jQ A T T T T T     (3.4) 
where Aj is the exposed surface area (defined for both sides of “A”, single side for “B” and “C”), 
 = 5.67×10-8 W/(m2K4) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and  and  are the total absorptivity 
and emissivity. The radiative properties are a function of Tsurr and Ts respectively via the spectral 
distribution of the irradiation, G  Eb,(Tsurr) and blank emissive power, Eb,(Ts) and also through 
the spectral emissivity of the blank, which changes as the Al-Si coating melts (~575°C) and then 
transforms into the Al-Si-Fe intermetallic layer [30]. 
Newton’s Law of Cooling governs the rate of convective heat transfer between the blanks 
and the furnace atmosphere 
  , , conv j j s jQ hA T T   (3.5) 
where h  is the average convection coefficient over the upper or lower surface of the blank, and 
T∞ represents the air temperature. The convection coefficients are determined from the Nusselt 
number 
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where Lc = As/P represents the characteristic length (As is the wetted surface area of the blank and 
P is the perimeter), and kair is the thermal conductivity of the air defined as a function of the film 
temperature with units of [K], 
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Since the blanks are conveyed through the furnace zones at a slow rate (i.e. at max 100 mm/s), so 
buoyant forces dominate inertial forces and convection can be modelled as natural convection. The 
Nusslet numbers over the top and bottom of the blank, respectively, are found from [69, 71] 
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where Ra, the Rayleigh number, is defined by 
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 = 1/Tfilm is the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of air, air  and air  are the thermal 
diffusivity and kinematic viscosity of air, both of which are dependent on the Tfilm. The ambient air 
is assumed to be in local thermal equilibrium with the respective zone. 
Due to different convection heating rates on the upper and lower surfaces of the blank, heat 
conduction via the air gap, separating regions “B” and “C”, can be considered, although it is 
smaller in magnitude compared to the other heating modes. Conduction into region “B” from “C” 
is determined by 
  , , ,  cond C B j s C s BQ UA T T   (3.11) 
where Aj is the interfacial area and U is a conservative, lower bound, overall heat transfer 
coefficient estimated by assuming heat is exclusively conducted across the air gap (i.e. no radiative 
transfer), 
  air
gap
k
U
t
  (3.12) 
Following the treatment of [23] an air gap thickness of approximately 0.1 mm was assumed.  
 Heat transfer also occurs between the rollers and the blank through some small but finite 
contact area. The rollers reach a state of thermal equilibrium with the local zone temperature, in 
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the absence of blanks. However, due to periodic contact with the blanks it is expected that the 
temperature will be between the blank and surroundings. As the rollers heat the blank, they also 
interfere with radiation and convection on the blank underside. Due to the complexity and 
uncertainties associated with the roller/blank interaction, heating from the rollers was not 
considered in Eq.(3.3), with the assumption that this omission will be compensated by the 
increased convection and radiation on the blank’s bottom surface. 
3.2 Thermophysical Properties of Usibor® 1500AS 
 
Characterization of the material’s thermophysical properties is crucial to reliably model the heating 
stage. Temperature-dependent density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity of Usibor® 1500AS 
are provided by Arcelor Mittal [68], summarized in Table 4.  
The manufacturer-supplied specific heat only considers the sensible energy, that is the 
energy required to simply raise the temperature of the steel per unit mass, stored by the ferrite, 
pearlite, and austenite grains during heating. This ignores the latent component, the energy 
absorbed by the blank for solid phase transformation. Excluding this contribution would result in 
an over-prediction of the heating rate and final part temperature [23]. A severe consequence of 
utilizing only the sensible energy in the optimization of the furnace parameters could be the 
potential risk of incomplete blank austenitization [23].  
 The specific heat of a material is often characterized through differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC), as was done by Krielaart et al. [60] to determine the latent energy required to 
transform a pure pearlitic structure to austenite. Jhajj et al. [23] argue that measurements from the 
DSC are appropriate for HFDQ since the heating rates achieved by the device (~1°C/s) are lower 
compared to what is observed in the roller hearth furnace (~3-5°C/s) during austenitization. To 
overcome this hurdle an effective specific heat, cp,eff, is defined and utilized as a surrogate to 
account for both the sensible and latent components. As mentioned in §1.3, Twynstra et al. [27] 
assumed the effective specific heat to be uniformly distributed throughout the austenitization 
regime (TAc1 and TAc3). The isothermal annealing study conducted by Garcia and Deardo [72] 
contradicts this approach of defining a uniform cp,eff, as their work shows a strong correlation 
between temperature and phase transformation. Jhajj et al. [23] also show that cp,eff is not uniformly 
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Table 4: Temperature dependent thermophysical properties of Usibor® 1500AS [68] 
 
distributed; it is biased towards TAc1 suggesting majority of the austenitization takes place near the 
TAc1. The experimental studies of Li et al. [24, 25] on the isothermal and non-isothermal 
Temperature [°C] Conductivity [W/(mK)] Density [kg/m3] Specific Heat [J/(kgK)] 
0 38.6 7880.8 433 
50 38.9 7864.5 444 
100 39.5 7848.0 465 
150 39.9 7831.5 485 
200 40.4 7814.8 505 
250 41.0 7797.7 525 
300 40.7 7781.0 547 
350 40.9 7763.9 571 
400 40.6 7746.6 598 
450 40.1 7729.2 628 
500 39.5 7711.7 628 
550 38.5 7694.0 701 
600 37.4 7676.2 748 
650 35.9 7658.3 804 
700 34.4 7640.2 876 
725 37.4 7631.1 924 
750 40.3 7622.0 971 
800 39.7 7603.7 942 
850 25.1 7585.2 825 
880 26.0 7574.0 793 
900 26.6 7566.6 771 
950 27.3 7567.0 741 
1000 27.9 7567.0 723 
1050 28.3 7567.0 711 
1100 28.6 7567.0 706 
1150 29.2 7567.0 706 
1200 29.7 7567.0 706 
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austenitization of 22MnB5 support the findings of [23]. Figure 19 compares the specific heat 
provided by Arcelor Mittal [68] with the effective specific heats proposed by [23] and [27]. 
3.3 Radiative Properties of Usibor® 1500AS 
 
The dominant mode of heating in this work comes from radiation, so characterization of the steel’s 
radiative properties is of utmost importance in order to accurately model blank heating. According 
to the work of Jhajj et al. [23] and Shi et al. [30] the radiative properties below the Al-Si coating 
eutectic temperature (~575°C) are consistent with the manufacturer supplied values; however, 
Figure 19: Thermophysical properties of Usibor® 1500AS as function of temperature. The 
manufacturer [68] supplied specific heat and density are plotted. Effective specific heats 
modeled by Twynstra et al. [27], assumed latent heat to be uniformly distributed, and Jhajj et 
al. [23], showed latent heat is non-uniformly distributed over the austenitization regime. Both 
model latent heat as 85000 J/kg [66]. 
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these properties exhibit dramatic changes beyond 575°C, due to morphological and chemical 
changes in the coating, thereby influencing blank heating.  
Jhajj et al. [23] carried out a detailed experimental study in order to quantify the total 
emissivity and absorptivity of the blanks. They had conducted in-situ and ex-situ measurements of 
the spectral emissivity (), collected using an OceanOptics NIRQuest near-infrared spectrometer 
and a SOC 400 FTIR reflectometer, respectively. The OceanOptics NIRQuest is capable of directly 
measuring the spectral emissivity, whereas the FTIR reflectometer measures the near-normal 
spectral reflectivity (). In their method Al-Si coated samples of 22MnB5 were heated from 575-
950°C, using a Gleeble® thermomechanical simulator based on a temperature profile obtained 
from instrumented blanks heated within a roller-hearth furnace. The spectrometer, mounted within 
the Gleeble®, is effective from 0.9-2.5 m and the FTIR reflectometer provides characterization 
over 2-25 m; thus, the combination of these two devices provided a broader wavlength over 
which characterization could be performed. Ex-situ measurements were solely conducted using 
the FTIR because the experimental setup would not allow the sample surface to sit flush against 
the device opening and the data collection rate is significantly slower compared to the 
spectrometer. Thus, ex-situ measurements involved heating the samples to the designated 
temperatures and then immediately air quenching them to preserve the microstructure and 
chemical composition of the coating. 
Jhajj et al. [23] found that the FTIR was not suitable for inferring  between 575-700°C 
as the airflow, from the quenching process, distorted the surface morphology of the liquefied 
coating. As a result, the radiative properties were determined using the NIR spectrometer. The  
can be determined from the , via the FTIR, from the 1st law of thermodynamics 
    , , , , , 1         T   (3.13) 
The  is related to  by Kirchoff’s Law stating that for any surface  = . 
Since the sample surface is diffuse (i.e. irradiation is isotropic) the directional dependence is 
neglected, thus Eq. (3.13) can be restated as 
 1       (3.14) 
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Spectral emissivity obtained using the NIR spectrometer and determined from the FTIR 
reflectometer are shown in Figure 20a. 
The total (or spectrally averaged) hemispherical emissivity, (Tb), is computed by [70] 
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where Tb is the temperature of the sample surface, Eb(Tb) is the spectral black body radiation at 
the temperature the sample was heated. Since the sample is irradiated from black surroundings, 
the total hemispherical absorptivity, (Tb), is determined by integrating over all wavelengths [70]   
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In both Eq.  (3.15) and (3.16), Tb was assumed to be the temperature at which the blank was 
quenched, although measurements made using the FTIR were performed at room temperature. 
Figure 20b displays the total emissivity and absorptivity of the Al-Si coated blanks inferred from 
the spectral measurements. Both  and  decrease upon reaching the coating melting temperature 
(~575°C) due to the liquid surface of the coating. As the coating solidifies, the radiative properties 
show an increase as a result of the various new phases being formed within the Al-Si coating [30].  
3.4 Non-isothermal Transformation Kinetics Models 
 
 Industrial heating processes are mainly non-isothermal, followed by a period of nearly 
isothermal soaking, with the objective of reaching a fully austenitic () structure. In order to ensure 
sufficient austenitization, it is critical to understand the coupling between the blank temperature 
history and the metallurgical transformations occurring within the blank. This thesis focuses on 
two distinct non-isothermal austenite kinetic models specifically designed for heating of 22nB5. 
The first model analyzed is an empirical first-order (F1) kinetics model developed by Di Ciano et 
al. [10] derived from dilatometry data, which encompasses growth and nucleation within two 
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model parameters, the pre-exponential factor and activation energy. The second model  is a more 
physical-based model derived by Li et al. [25], which explicitly accounts for  growth, nucleation, 
and impingement processes.  
Figure 20: (a) Spectral emissivity of the Al-Si coated blanks, experimentally determined by Jhajj 
et al. [23], at various sample temperatures from Gleeble heated coupons. (b) Total emissivity and 
absorptivity of the Al-Si coated blanks determined from the experimentally obtained  
measurements [23]. 
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3.4.1 First-order (F1) Kinetics Model 
 
Di Ciano et al. [10] derived an empirical austenitization model for non-isothermal heating of 
22MnB5 beyond TAc3. The F1 model is mathematically similar to an Avrami-type model with n = 
1. The model calculates the amount of fraction austenite formed by solving 
 
 
exp
 
   
 
AEdw A
d RT 
  (3.17) 
where A is the pre-exponential factor [s-1], EA is the activation energy [J/mol] required for the phase 
transformation to proceed, R = 8.314 J/(molK) is the ideal gas law constant, and w is the 
intermediate variable that relates the temperature to the fraction austenite formed, f, expressed as 
    1 exp    f w     (3.18) 
The key aspect of this model is that the nucleation, growth, and impingement mechanisms are 
expressed within the activation energy (defining the energy input required to overcome the 
activation barrier to enable solid-state transformation). The EA and A parameters were derived 
from dilatometry measurements carried out on uncoated 22MnB5 coupons heated at constant ramp  
rates ranging from 1-20°C/s using a Gleeble® thermomechanical simulator. The instantaneous 
austenite phase fraction was then inferred by applying an empirical lever-type rule [36] to yield 
df/d for a given heating rate, as shown in Figure 21. 
Each set of dilatometry measurements was used to derive a pair of [EA, log10(A)] 
parameters. The parameters derived for heating rates between 1-5°C/s, representative of furnace-
based heating, were binned and found to obey a multivariate normal (MVN) distribution, 
[Ea,log10(A)]
T(,), with 
 
402 617 31.5
,  
18.5 31.5 1.68
   
    
   
    (3.19) 
These distribution parameters were then used to derive a 90% confidence interval to account for 
model uncertainty associated with the parameters, EA and A. Although Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) do 
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not explicitly reflect the stages of the transformation kinetics, it reliably replicates experimental 
trends. Di Ciano et al. [10] stated that although the model precludes stages associated with the 
detailed kinetics, included in the work of Roosz et al. [38] and Li et al. [24, 25], it is still preferred 
over a high-fidelity model due to a lower number of variables, reduced parameter uncertainty, and 
minimized potential of parameter “over-tuning”. One area of weakness associated with the model, 
however, is its inability to capture saturated austenite formation, in which the steel is heated to and 
held at soaked temperature between TAc1 and TAc3. As noted above, this would result in an 
equilibrium phase distribution containing both austenite and ferrite, but this condition cannot be 
captured by the model. Since intercritical annealing of 22MnB5 is rarely done in an industrial 
setting, this limitation does not unreasonably limit the applicability of this model. 
 The F1 model was validated by comparing the predicted austenite phase fraction with 
values inferred from Vickers micro-hardness measurements using a 1 kg load, on coupons heated 
and then rapidly quenched at intermediate temperatures within the Gleeble®. Di Ciano et al. [10] 
inferred f, using an empirical linear interpolative formula, adopted from Huang et al. [36] 
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Figure 21: Sample dilatometry data for heating rate of 1°C/s. The instantaneous phase fraction 
of austenite was inferred from the dilatometry data using a lever-type rule.  
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where H0 = 180 HV, HTAc3 = 505 HV, and HT is the Vickers micro-hardness of the quenched sample 
upon reaching the desired temperature, T. This calculation assumes that all the austenite 
transformed into martensite upon quenching, and the parameters in Eq. (3.20) are representative 
of hardness values measured from as-received ferrite/pearlite and fully martensitic 
microstructures. To verify the efficacy of Eq. (3.20), Di Ciano et al. [10] determined the phase 
fraction of austenite formed via quantitative metallography and found both results were consistent.  
3.4.2 Phenomenological Austenitization Model 
 
Li et al. [25] recently developed a semi-empirical model, intended to estimate the volume fraction 
of austenite formed within 22MnB5 for intercritical and non-isothermal annealing. In their model, 
the intermediate stages of austenitization, consisting of nucleation, growth, and impingement, are 
described by a set of coupled ordinary differential equations. 
 The model was developed by initially assuming austenite nucleates within an idealized 
volume, termed the extended volume where hard impingement between growing nuclei is 
considered negligible [25, 44, 73]. The nucleation rate, N , is described as the rate at which nuclei, 
of supercritical size, is formed per unit extended volume [24, 25], and follows an Arrhenius rate 
law as prescribed by Liu et al. [74]. Li et al.’s [24, 25] dilatometry measurements revealed that 
austenitization increases with temperature, but decreases with time as the heating rate increases. 
To account for the relationship between heating rate and nucleation, as initially incorporated by 
Caballero et al. [70], they propose the use of a power law  
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where N defines the number of nuclei formed, A1, A, A  , are defined as the internal and external 
influencing factors, T  is the applied heating rate [°C/s], QN defines the activation energy required 
for nucleation of the critical sized nuclei [J/mol], T() is the instantaneous temperature [K], 
frepresents the fraction oftransformed austenite, and fp is fraction of pearlite present in the initial 
microstructure. Internal factors are associated with initial microstructure whereas the external 
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factors are related to the temperature and heating rate. Eq. (17) describes the two-step process of 
ferrite/pearlite transformation to austenite, identified by Roosz et al. [38] and as explained in 
§1.1.2. The first term expresses nucleation of austenite until complete pearlite dissolution; the 
second term illustrates that no further nucleation occurs, instead, existing austenite grains simply 
experience volumetric growth, within the remaining ferrite matrix. The volumetric growth rate, 
assumed to be equivalent for all nuclei at the same heating conditions, is expressed similarly as 
  
 1
exp
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B v
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where Qv refers to the activation energy for growth  [J/mol)], which is independent of temperature 
and time; B1, B, and B  are material constant determined from dilatometry data [25]. The growth 
rate of the extended volume austenite, expressed as a function of the nuclei formed and their 
growth, is 
 
'
 f Nv   (3.22) 
Li et al. [25] accounted for the constrained equilibrium of carbon diffusion during intercritical 
annealing by defining the saturated volume fraction of austenite, fs, as 
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In the actual transformation process, as the austenite nuclei grow their boundaries begin to overlap, 
and thus the extended volume relates to the real volume via an impingement factor 
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where m and n are related to the initial volume fraction of pearlite and transformation related 
parameters, while mo, no, and N  are constants.  
All defined model parameters were calibrated using dilatometry data, summarized in Table 
5 and Table 6. Dilatometry data were obtained by performing three distinct heating trials on 
rectangular samples of 22MnB5, using a Gleeble® thermomechanical simulator. The first set of 
trials involved continuously heating samples to 900°C using different heating rates, ranging from 
1-25°C/s; in the second trial, samples were subject to intercritical annealing with a constant heating 
rate of 5°C/s. In both cases, samples were soaked for 15 minutes to achieve equilibrium phase 
fraction austenite. Finally, a sample was continuously-heated to 1000°C and soaked for 2 minutes. 
The inferred fraction austenite revealed that, as the heating rate increased, the incipient fraction 
decreased due to lack of time available for carbon diffusion. Li et al. [25] found that the fraction 
austenite increased with higher temperatures and dwell times, which is consistent with work of 
Speich et al. [31] and Liang et al. [48].  
Table 5: Calibrated constants for Eq. (3.24) [25] 
C1 C2 C3 TAS [K] 
36.0 1.2 0.475 1037 
 
Table 6: Calibrated constants for Li et al.’s model [25] 
QN [J/mol] Qv [J/mol] A1×B1 A B 
1.486e5 4.05e5 2.394e6 0.8 1.0 
     
A  B  mo no N  
1.41 0.12 1.05 2.1 0.155 
 
Although Li et al.’s [25] model captures the intermediate stages of austenitization, there 
may be certain drawbacks limiting its applicability in industrial settings. One such limitation is 
that their model consists of numerous adjustable parameters found by least squares fitting to 
dilatometry data. The large number of  degrees-of-freedom makes the model susceptible to over-
tuning, meaning the model fits both the physics as well as any experimental error and model error. 
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An over-tuned model is valid over the experimental conditions used to define the parameters, but 
has reduced extrapolative abilities. Further doubts casted on this model is the fact that  it predicts 
saturated phase equilibrium obtained after thermal soaking for 15 minutes, which is significantly 
longer compared to the studies by [40, 72, 76, 77] and based on industrial experience. Since the 
dwell time does not accurately reflect conditions observed in industrial operations, it might be 
possible that the impingement effects are overstated compared to the actual physics. Finally, the 
model may lack the ability to reliably predict phase fraction austenite formed if the same steel with 
slightly different chemical composition is used. 
3.5 Derivation of the Thermometallurgical Model 
 
The thermometallurigcal model is derived by extending Eq. (3.3) to include the austenitization 
models, by defining the latent heat of austenitization term, h. As a result, the cp,eff term can be 
replaced with the manufacturer supplied specific heat (cp). The latent heat of austenitization 
couples the instantaneous fraction austenite to the temperature of the blank, thus defining the 
themometallurigcal model as 
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where, df,j/d is the instantaneous rate of austenite formation, expressed as a volume fraction, and 
cp is the temperature dependent sensible specific heat of 22MnB5 [68]. The left hand side of Eq. 
(3.28) represents the sensible energy, the first term of the right hand side defines the modes of heat 
transfer, and the last term corresponds to the energy required for austenitization. 
The crucial variable in Eq. (3.28) is the latent heat of austenitization, h. As of now, 
published literature has not reported nor characterized h for 22MnB5. Twynstra et al. [27] and 
Jhajj et al. [23] assumed a value 85000 J/kg [66], corresponding to the energy necessary for 
transformation of pure pearlitic iron to austenite. This however is an overestimation for 22MnB5 
[78], which is 80%-ferrite/20%-pearlite in its as-received state. Di Ciano et al. [10] recently 
characterized this h for 22MnB5 as 30000 J/kg, by applying a rule-of-mixtures. 
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3.6 Numerical Implementation 
 
The thermometallurgical model was solved using two different methods: the explicit Euler scheme 
and using the inbuilt MATLAB function, ODE45, which evaluates ordinary differential equations 
using a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme. Both methods were initialized with initial conditions of 
Tj = 298 K and f = 0. 
 In the case of the explicit Euler method, a convergence study was performed which showed 
that a grid independent solution (i.e. no further improvement in the solution) was obtained with a 
time step of 0.15 s. However, for ODE45 a grid independent solution was obtained with a 
minimum time step of 1.0 s, which may be due to the versatility of the fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
method. In either case, the solutions were identical and ensured that the 1st law of thermodynamics 
was conserved (i.e. Qcond = Qrad = Qconv = dT/d = df/d = 0 at steady state). In order to verify both 
approaches, the numerical solutions were compared against the results published by Jhajj et al. 
[23] and were in good agreement. Di Ciano et al.’s [10] F1 model was modeled using the ODE45, 
however, Li et al.’s [25] model was evaluated using an explicit Euler scheme. 
3.7 Model Uncertainty Quantification 
 
Without exception, all hot stamping furnace models proposed to date, including those used in 
industry, are deterministic; they accept a single set of process parameters as input, and provide a 
single heating curve as output. This treatment does not capture the many uncertainties involved in 
the calculation, and consequently one would not expect the predicted temperature to exactly match 
the true thermal history of the blank. Moreover, the fact that production requirements are often 
probabilistic (e.g. obtain a blank that is 95% austenitized with 95% probability) limits the 
usefulness of a deterministic model since it is not possible to directly quantify how adjusting the 
cycle time affects the trade-off between increasing the probability of sufficient austenitization and 
productivity in terms of parts per minute. 
It is hypothesized that uncertainties in the blank temperature and austenite phase fraction 
are dominated by uncertainties in the furnace surrounding temperatures and the metallurgical 
model parameters, with other uncertainty sources (e.g. the impact of the rollers, variation in the 
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properties and composition of 22MnB5) being secondary. Uncertainty in the furnace temperature 
mainly arises from the hysteresis control and in the case of lab-scale furnaces, also from non-
uniform heating of the surfaces, periodic opening of the furnace door, etc. In Di Ciano et al.’s [10] 
model the metallurgical model uncertainties are reflected by the MVN distribution of inferred [EA, 
log10A] parameters as described above. Unfortunately, uncertainty estimates for Li et al.’s [25] 
model parameters are not available. 
The furnace temperature and model parameter uncertainties are propagated through the 
model using a Monte Carlo procedure. The thermometallurgical model is evaluated N times: each 
time the furnace surrounding temperatures and in the case of Di Ciano et al.’s model, a set of model 
parameters, are sampled from corresponding probability density functions. The resulting set of 
blank temperatures and austenite phase fractions are summarized by 95% highest probability 
density intervals derived from histograms, as described in Appendix A. These intervals can be 
interpreted to mean that they contain the “true” solution with 95% probability.  
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Chapter Four 
Experimental and Model Validation 
 
 
 
 
The candidate thermometallurgical models were assessed by comparing the predicted temperatures 
and austenite phase fractions to measurements carried out using two types of furnaces: a 
laboratory-scale muffle furnace and an industrial roller hearth furnace. The implementation of each 
austenitization submodel was numerically verified by comparing predicted austenite phase 
fractions to values reported in [10] and [25] for specified temperature curves. 
4.1 Laboratory Muffle Furnace 
4.1.1 Experimental Setup 
 
Two series of annealing trials were performed using the muffle furnace: continuous heating and 
isothermal heating. In these measurements, some coupons were heated beyond TAc3, while other 
coupons were extracted at temperatures between TAc1 and TAc3, and water-quenched in order to 
obtain information about the progress of austenitization during heating. Table 7 outlines the two 
heating trials performed. 
Table 7: Summary of the continuous heating trials performed to validate the thermometallurigcal 
model. 
 Continuous Heating Isothermal Heating 
Trial  Extraction Temperature [°C] Extraction Temperature [°C] Dwell Time [min] 
1 760 760 5 
2 820 860 1 
Experiments were performed using 2 mm thick, 130mm  30 mm Al-Si coated 22MnB5 coupons 
made from a sheet of Usibor® 1500AS. This is one of the thickest gauges used for hot stamping 
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and represents a “worst case scenario”. The experiment is schematically shown in Figure 22, 
whereas the equipment used is discussed in Appendix B. Measurements were carried out on 
single-gauged coupons and double-gauge coupon “sandwiches”, formed by spot-welding two 
single-gauge coupons at their corners, to emulate patched blanks. Each trial consisted of a single-
gauge and double-gauge coupon heated side-by-side. A platform constructed from a silica-based 
ceramic (RSLE 57, Zicar Inc.) was used to consistently locate the coupons within the furnace and 
minimize conduction between the platform and samples. Three K-type thermocouples were spot-
welded along the centerline of each coupon: one at the center, while the other two were located 20 
mm from each end. Three trials were carried out per test to verify if the assumption that the patch 
and unpatched region as being thermally-lumped, as defined in in §3.1, was valid. Each 
thermocouple was insulated using a silica-based sheathing to prevent bare wires from creating 
intermittent contact and reduce susceptibility to errors caused by wire heating. The lead of each 
wire was individually welded to form an intrinsic junction, rather than a bead that is subsequently 
welded onto the samples for greater structural integrity of the weld. An additional unshielded 
thermocouple was used to monitor the ambient temperature inside the furnace, which varied by 
5°C from the furnace set-point temperature of 900°C during the course of the measurements. 
Figure 22: Muffle furnace experimental set up. Red dots indicate thermocouple weld sites, while 
squared dashed regions are regions used for micro-hardness and metallography. 
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Prior to performing each experiment, the muffle furnace was thermally-soaked for two 
hours to achieve steady state (or nearly isothermal conditions). Once the furnace reached 
equilibrium the furnace door was opened to insert the coupons and then closed, a process that took 
under 20 seconds. Upon reaching the desired patch temperature the coupons were extracted and 
quenched in a cold water bath to ensure complete martensitic transformation. The quenched 
samples were cut into 10 mm x 10 mm sections centered about each thermocouple location, 
mounted, polished with 1 m diamond paste, and etched with 2% Nital solution. The 2% Nital 
etchant dissolves the grain boundaries revealing different microstructures formed during the 
interrupted heating cycles, which are visualized with micrographs, obtained via optical 
microscopy. Microhardness measurements were then carried out on each mounted sample using a 
Vickers indenter (Vickers 402 MVD, Wolpert Wilson Instruments) and a 1 kg load. Microhardness 
measurements were taken in an 11  11 cruciform pattern with a spacing of 1 mm. The volume 
fraction of austenite formed during heating is inferred using Eq. (3.20), following the procedure 
described by Di Ciano et al. [10] and ASTM A1033-10 [79]. 
4.1.2 Results and Discussion 
 
Uncertainty associated with the thermocouples measurements is within 0.9°C of the 
actual measured value as discussed in Appendix A. The temperature profiles obtained for the 
single- and double-gauge coupons are shown in Figure 23, for the heating trials defined in Table 
7. The heating curve for both coupons extracted at different temperatures were nearly identical 
(from the time they are inserted into the furnace until the time they are extracted) and thus only 
thermocouple measurements for the 820°C trial are shown for clarity. The thermal history of the 
heated coupons indicates that the single-gauge coupon is heated significantly faster compared to 
the double-gauge sample, due to the lowered thermal inertia of the thinner sample and thus it is 
also austenitized earlier than the thicker coupon. All thermocouple measurements are similar 
which supports the thermally-lumped assumption made in §3.1. A slight variation is observed 
between the center and edge temperatures of the single-gauge coupon, which may indicate a cold 
spot within the furnace during heating, since this location was closest to the furnace door. Close 
examination of the single-gauge temperature profile reveals the expected temperature drop in 
heating rate at 575°C corresponding to the drop in radiative properties in Figure 20. This is 
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followed by a larger inflection near 730°C corresponding to the onset of austenitization (TAc1), 
which was also observed by [10, 23]. 
In modelling the coupon heating, the muffle furnace surfaces were treated as isothermal, 
having a probabilistic temperature that obeys a uniform distribution with an interval of 20°C 
based on measured fluctuations in furnace wall temperatures at steady state described in Chapter 
2. The predicted temperature curves obtained by sampling this distribution, using Di Ciano et al.’s 
[10] first-order austenitization submodel are shown in Figure 24, along with the thermocouple 
measurements for a single trial. The uncertainty quantification described in §3.7 was used to 
construct 95% credibility intervals. Figure 24 shows that the thermocouple measurements for the 
double-gauge coupon lies within the 95% credibility interval although the measured single-gauge 
coupon temperatures lie below the predicted value. It is possible that the differences observed may 
be a result of a model error (e.g. radiative boundary conditions) instead of an instrumentation issue 
Figure 23: Thermocouple measurements of the single- and double-gauge coupons heated within 
the muffle furnace, upon extraction at 760°C and 820°C. The solid line represents the centrally 
located thermocouple, the dashed and dotted lines represent the measuerments from the edges 
of the samples. 
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as the simulated and measured temperatures converge to the furnace set point. The fact that the 
modeled and measured heating rates are slightly different below 575°C (the Al-Si melting 
temperature), could indicate an error in the radiative properties or the assumed specific heat of 
22MnB5. 
The thermometallurgical model captures the variation in the temperature associated with 
austenitization, although the measured temperature deviation  is less pronounced for the double-
gauge coupon. The model predicts austenitization initiation at  TAc1  730°C and completion upon 
reaching TAc3  880°C. The modeled results and measurements indicate that most of the 
austenitization occurs near TAc1, since the inflection is the greatest and gradually decreases with 
time, as reported by [10, 23]. Figure 24 also shows that the latent energy is not uniformly 
distributed between TAc1 and TAc3, as assumed by Twynstra et al. [27], as the inflection would have 
been difficult to resolve (i.e. the inflection would be significantly smoother and less pronounced).  
Figure 24: Temperature distribution of muffle furnace heated coupons compared against 
modeled temperatures. Solid, dashed, and dotted lines represent the three thermocouples shown 
in Figure 22. Blue and red lines are the most probable temperature distributions and shaded 
regions represent 95% credibility intervals. 
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The corresponding modeled austenite phase fractions are plotted in Figure 25, along with 
box plots that summarize the inferred values from the 63 microhardness measurements. The 
“whiskers” identify the upper and lower bounds of the inferred austenite phase fraction; the 
horizontal line in the box represents the median value, and the upper and lower surfaces of the box 
are the 75th and 25th quartiles respectively. The most probable model temperatures for both cases 
are also shown, with credibility intervals excluded for clarity. 
Figure 26 shows the micrographs of the as-received 22MnB5 microstructure, double-
gauged coupons extracted at 760°C and 820°C, corresponding to the box plots in Figure 25, and 
a fully-austenitized single-gauge coupon. The as-received microstructure consists of ferrite grains  
(bright) and pearlite bands (dark due to presence of carbon). By the time the steel reaches 760°C 
all the pearlite has transformed into ferrite and austenite, the latter phase converting into martensite 
during quenching. Upon reaching 820°C, most of the ferrite grains have transformed and the entire 
Figure 25: Comparison of simulated austenite phase fraction versus microhardness inferred 
values. Blue and red lines corresponds to the single- and double-gauge coupons, respectively. Box 
plots represent the range of the hardness-inferred f, which are contained within the 95% 
credibility intervals, indicated by the shaded regions. 
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microstructure consists almost entirely of martensite. The similarity between the microstructures 
shown in Figure 26 (c) and (d) suggests that austenitization is largely completed below TAc3, which 
is consistent with earlier observations [10, 23].  
 Figure 27 compares the temperature and austenite phase fraction predicted using Li et 
al.’s [25] phenomenological model with the measured values. As mentioned previously, Li et al. 
do not report uncertainties for their model parameters, so it is not possible to compute credibility 
intervals. In contrast to the F1 model [10], Li et al.’s model shows a significant departure between 
the measured and modeled austenite phase fractions. In particular, their model predicts a much 
Figure 26: Optical micrographs of the 22MnB5 microstructure, showing (a) as-received 
ferrite/pearlite microstructure; and coupons heated to (b) 760°C; (c) 820°C; and (d) 900°C, and 
then quenched in a cold water bath. The microstructure in (b) is a mix of ferrite and martensite, 
indicating incomplete austenitization, while (d) shows a purely martensitic microstructure, 
indicating full austenitization. Coupons (b-c) are double-gauged, and correspond to the hardness-
inferred austenite fractions shown in Figure 25. 
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slower rate of austenitization for both samples and that the single-gauge coupons remains only 
partially austenitized although it has exceeded TAc3, for an extended period of time. This result is 
contrary to other measurements presented in the literature as well as industrial experience, which 
shows that austenitization should be nearly complete once a blank reaches TAc3 at heating rates 
typical of furnaces. 
The discrepancy may be due to over-tuning in Li et al.’s [25] model, as described in §3.4. 
Specifically, it seems likely that the impingement effects may overestimate true physical effects. 
To verify this hypothesis two further muffle furnace experiments were performed with the furnace 
set to 780°C and 860°C. Figure 28 shows that, for these isothermal cases, the detailed kinetics 
model closely estimates the phase fraction formed, although there still is a discrepancy at higher 
temperatures, which may indicate an issue with the impingement correction.  
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Figure 27: Comparison of simulated austenite phase fraction versus microhardness inferred 
values using Li et al.’s model [25]. Blue and red lines corresponds to the single- and double-gauge 
coupons, respectively. Box plots represent the range of the hardness-inferred f

. 
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4.2 Roller Hearth Furnace 
4.2.1 Experimental Setup 
 
Further measurements were carried out using the roller hearth furnace described in Chapter 2, in 
order to validate the model in an industrial setting. The furnace used was 33 meters long, and 
consists of 14 independently controlled heating zones.  
Figure 28: Intercritical annealing experiment performed to validate proposed model with Li et 
al.’s [25] constitutive model. In (a, b) the furnace temperature is set to 760°C, 5 min soak and (c, 
d) the furnace temperature is set to 860°C, 1 min soak. (Box plots and dashed lines correspond to 
experimental data.)   
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 The industrial heating trial involved using an instrumented Usibor® 1500AS B-Pillar with 
a blank and patch thickness of 1.5 mm and 2 mm, respectively, with a roller speed of 70 mm/s. On 
s ome of the blanks, two K-type thermocouples were spot-welded onto the patched blank: one on 
the unpatched area far away from the patch (Region “A”) and one on the patch (Region “C”). 
Similar to the muffle furnace trials, the thermocouples leads were insulated using silica-based 
sheathing and individually welded to form intrinsic junctions on the blank. Other blanks were not 
instrumented; as these blanks left the furnace, they were transferred to the forming/quenching die, 
after which micro-hardness measurements were made to infer the fraction austenite formed 
(instrumented blanks cannot be formed and quenched). All experiments were performed under the 
supervision of Formet Industry personnel.  
4.2.2 Results and Discussion 
 
Since the muffle furnace trials indicated that Li et al.’s [25] model did not yield reliable results, all 
subsequent analysis is done using the F1 model [10]. The predicted and measured temperature 
profiles are shown in Figure 29 along with the 95% confidence intervals, calculated assuming the  
temperatures are mutually-independent and obey uniform distributions over the hysteresis control 
limit. The measured temperatures are close to, yet lie slightly outside of the 95% credibility 
intervals. The differences observed between the simulated and measured temperatures may be 
attributed to discrepancies in the applied boundary conditions, which requires further analysis. 
Unlike the batch furnace measurements, it is not possible to extract the blanks at intermediate 
heating times, nor is it possible to engineer controlled scenarios that will produce incomplete 
austenitization, but the model accurately predicts the onset and completion of austenitization close 
to the TAc1 and TAc3 temperatures. The results also show that the majority of the austenitization 
occurs near TAc1, which is consistent with the muffle furnace trials. 
4.3 Experimental and Validation Summary 
 
The candidate thermometallurgical models were assessed by comparing simulated temperatures 
and austenite phase fractions with thermocouple and hardness measurements made on 
instrumented single- and double-gauge coupons within a laboratory muffle furnace, and patched 
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blanks heated in an industrial roller hearth furnace. Thermocouple measurements obtained from 
the lab -scale furnace experiments support the assumption the unpatched and patched regions may 
be treated as thermally-lumped.  
The thermocouple and hardness measurements obtained from the trials are contained 
within the 95% confidence interval, using the first-order submodel [10]. The first-order submodel 
indicates that the majority of austenitization completes near TAc1, supported by the sharp inflection 
observed in the thermocouple measurements at ~730°C, which gradually decreases and the sample 
micrographs (consistent with the non-linear distribution of the latent heat reported by Di Ciano et 
al. [10] and Jhajj et al. [23]). The phenomenological submodel [25], however, consistently under-
predicted the austenite phase fraction and failed to show complete austenitization for coupons 
surpassing TAc3. Two reasons for the observed differences may be due to parameter over-tuning, 
thereby causing experimental and model errors to be incorporated within the submodel and an 
over-estimation of impingement effects. 
Figure 29: Industrial roller hearth trial conducted on a patched B-pillar blank. Both unpatched 
and patched regions completely austenitized and is accurately predicted by the proposed model. 
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Since the first-order submodel was generally consistent with the experimental 
observations, the following analysis will focus on applying this model to optimize process 
parameters of a roller hearth furnace in order to maximize production efficient while ensuring 
complete batch austenitization.  
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Chapter Five 
Furnace Design Optimization 
 
 
 
The validated thermometallurgical model is now used for design optimization of the roller hearth 
furnace. The optimization procedure relates blank heating and austenitization to the furnace 
parameters: zone temperatures, roller speed, and the spacing between sequential batches on the 
rollers (cycle length). The aim of the design optimization is to minimize the process cycle time, 
while ensuring that the functional objectives and constraints are satisfied. Two optimization 
techniques were used: a gradient-based interior point algorithm with a logarithmic barrier function, 
and a hybrid approach that combines a metaheuristic (genetic algorithm) with the gradient-based 
interior point method. The design optimization scheme is assessed by using the 
thermometallurgical model with the F1 model [10], with particular focus on unpatched blanks. 
5.1 Design Optimization 
 
Optimization is the process of transforming a design problem into a multivariate minimization 
problem by defining a vector of design parameters, x, that specify the design configuration and an 
objective function, F(x), that quantifies the “goodness” of the design so that the objective function 
is minimized by the optimal design outcome. The set of parameters that minimizes the objective 
function, x* = argminx[F(x)], specifies the optimal design. Constraints can be further imposed on 
x to ensure that the design complies with the functional requirements and can be implemented in 
an industrial setting.   
Design optimization has been widely used in furnace-based heating processes for a range 
of metallurgical applications [54-60]. Specific application of optimization in HFDQ have been 
more limited. Twynstra et al. [27] identified the power settings for electrical panel heaters that 
provided the uniform irradiation of Usibor® 1500AS blanks in a batch furnace. Tonne et al. [61] 
performed a multi-objective optimization on a roller hearth furnace to minimize the energy 
consumption and process cycle time.  
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5.2 Definition of the Design Optimization Problem 
 
A 12-zone roller hearth furnace, similar to the one defined in Chapter 2, is the prime focus for 
design optimization. In this analysis, the optimization is performed to identify process parameters 
solely for the austenitization of unpatched blanks.  
The first step is to identify the objective function, design variables, and functional 
constraints. The objective function to be minimized is the cycle time, which is defined as the 
interval between batches leaving the furnace. There are fourteen design parameters to be 
optimized, summarized in Figure 30, x1-x12, the cycle length, x13, comprised of the batch and gap 
length, and the roller speed, x14. The cycle time is expressed as a function of the cycle length and 
roller speed by 
    13 14 13 14, F x F x x x x   (5.1) 
Figure 30: Schematic of the roller hearth furnace optimization problem. (a) zone temperatures and 
blank velocity; (b) blank load and cycle length 
x14 = V
x1 = TZ1 x2 = TZ2 x12 = TZ12.         .             . 
(a)
(b)
x13 = Lc
Lb Lg,min
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In order to ensure the functional requirements of the heat treatment step, including 
austenitization of batches, operation within specified burner ratings, and formation of the 
intermetallic layer, are fulfilled, several process constraints are introduced. The imposed functional 
constraints are summarized in Table 8, and discussed in detail below. 
Table 8: Process constraints for furnace optimization 
L
in
ea
r cL1-12 Tz,i,min  ≤ xi ≤ Tz,i,max, i=1,…,12 Max/min zone temperatures 
cL13 x13-Lb ≥ Lg, min Min batch spacing 
N
o
n
li
n
ea
r 
cN1-12 Eq. (5.2) Zone burner capacity 
cN13 tT≥900°C ≥ 30 s Implicit austenitization 
cN13a f,exit ≥ 0.95 Explicit modeled austenitization 
cN14 Tt=60s ≤ 700°C Layer growth 
cN15 Texit ≤ 950°C Burning of Al-Si coating 
 
Two linear constraints have been specified to enforce a minimum gap length between sequential 
loading of batches and bounds for the zone temperatures. A series of nonlinear constraints have 
also been defined. The initial nonlinear constraint ensures that the heating requirements for each 
zone do not exceed the manufacturer specified burner rating 
      ,, 1 , , 1 , ,1             bunrner ib p b i b i i i loss ith
m c T T h f f Q Q   (5.2) 
where th is the thermal efficiency of the radiant tubes (approximately ~70%), bm is the mass flow 
rate of the blanks through the furnace, cp is the specific heat, Tb is the blank temperature, f is the 
austenite phase fraction, indices i and i+1 denote the state of the blank at the beginning and end of 
each zone,
,loss iQ  accounts for the loss of heat through the furnace walls and door, summarized in 
Table 9, and
,burner iQ defines the burner capacity for each zone, specified in Table 10. 
Table 9: Heat loss through the walls in each zone of the roller hearth furnace, in units of [kW] 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
,loss iQ  36 8 8 8 9 18 18 18 18 18 18 36 
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Table 10: Burner capacity for each zone of the roller hearth furnace, in units of [kW] 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
,burner iQ  320 240 180 240 180 180 120 180 180 60 60 60 
 
Constraints to ensure complete blank austenitization and growth of the intermetallic layer 
have been enforced, serving as surrogate constraints since these properties cannot be measured 
directly during the heating process. The former is an industrial heuristic, which is intended to 
ensure that the blanks are completely austenitized if they are soaked for 30 s beyond 900°C [1, 9, 
80]. The latter constraint was assumed to be prevent melting of the Al-Si layer, if the heating rate 
is maintained below 12 °C/s (or blank temperature below 700°C within the first 60 s of heating) 
[50, 49]. However, Grauer et al. [49] and Veit et al. [81], cited by Liang et al. [48], have shown 
that liquefaction is unavoidable under low heating conditions; rather this constraint corresponds to 
preventing excessive layer growth as mentioned in the original steel patent [49]. An alternative, 
explicit, austenite constraint has also been specified ensuring that each batch attains at least 95% 
austenitization upon exiting. The final constraint enforces that the blank temperature remain below 
950°C to prevent burning of the eutectic coating.  
5.3 Constrained Multivariate Minimization 
 
At this stage, the design problem has been recasted as a constrained multivariate minimization 
problem, which can now be solved numerically. Multivariate minimization algorithms can be 
categorized as either gradient-based and metaheuristic.  
5.3.1 Gradient-based Interior Point Method 
 
Commonly used gradient-based algorithms include Newton’s method, conjugate gradient (CG) 
method, and trust-region algorithm [82, 83]. One common characteristic amongst these algorithms 
is that they use information about the derivatives to determine iterates that improve the objective 
function.   
Gradient-based algorithms are generally defined by the update scheme 
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 1   k k k kx x p   (5.3) 
where xk+1 is the new iterate, xk is the current iterate, pk is the search direction, k is a positive 
scalar step size for the algorithm to take in the direction pk. The difference between the various 
algorithms is with regards to how the search direction pk is computed, such that the new iterate, 
xk+1 = xk + kpk, ensures f(xk+1) < f(xk) [82, 83]. This procedure continues until a termination criteria 
is met or the algorithm reaches a boundary of the feasible region, as illustrated in Figure 31. 
In Newton’s method, a second-order technique, pk is derived by taking a second-order 
Taylor series such that f(xk + pk) is approximated by a quadratic model,  
 2
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
     T Tk k k k k kf x p f x p f x p f x p   (5.4) 
Figure 31: Path followed by a gradient-based method, to identify the bounded local minimum of 
the Rosenbrock function. Circles represent the “best” iterates identified; arrows define the search 
direction (pk); step length (k) is defined by the arrow lengths. Iterates are bounded within the 
feasible regions, represented by the yellow region, defined by the problem constraints, 
represented by the dashed lines. 
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Taking the derivative of the quadratic model with respect to pk and setting it equal to zero yields 
the search direction 
 
2
( )
( )



k
k
k
f x
p
f x
  (5.5) 
where ∇f(xk) and ∇2f(xk) are the gradient and Hessian respectively. This method requires 
computation of the Hessian at each iteration, which is computationally expensive to evaluate. 
Fletcher and Reeves [84] modified the linear CG method, which requires exactly n steps to reach 
the minimum, for nonlinear cases. In their modification, a series of search directions that are 
mutually conjugate are defined to avoid “zig-zagging” steps that may occur due to a changing 
Hessian. Thus, the search direction depends on ∇f(xk) and the previous search direction, pk-1, such 
that 
 1( )   k k k kp f x p   (5.6) 
where k is  
 
1 1
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k T
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f x f x
f x f x
  (5.7) 
Therefore, the CG method requires information about the last two iterations. Trust-region methods 
approximate the objective function using the quadratic model defined in Eq. (5.3), similar to 
Newton’s method. Trust-region methods define a spherical region around xk, with radius ∆k, where 
the algorithm “trusts” the quadratic model within a limited neighborhood if and only if [83] 
 
2
 kp   (5.8) 
where p is the search direction and ∆k is the region radius at the kth iteration. At each iteration of 
the algorithm, the step direction is determined by evaluating a minimization subproblem 
 
2
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s t p
  (5.9) 
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If the subproblem violates the constraint, Newton’s method cannot be applied, thus a scalar   
must be determined so that  
  
1
2
2
2
( ) ( )

      k k kp f x f x   (5.10) 
If the step direction is not acceptable, the radius of the sphere is decreased to find a new minimizer, 
and in general, the direction and step change with the size of the trust-region [77, 78].  
 Nonlinear optimization problems are challenging to solve, when inequality constraints are 
present, due to the inability to identify which constraints are active (i.e. ( )c x  ≥ 0  ( )c x  = 0) 
at the solution [82, 83]. One method to resolve this challenge involves solving a sequence of 
subproblems by changing which constraints would be active at the optimum. The issue with this 
approach is that there are 2 combinations, where is the number of inequality constraints; thus 
the problem becomes combinatorially difficult [83]. An alternative approach for handling 
inequalities, which is popular for nonlinear programming is the interior point method [85]. 
The interior point method, also called the barrier method is an algorithm that ensures strict 
feasibility by forcing iterates to be far from the boundary of the feasible region [82, 86]. The 
logarithmic and inverse functions are two types of barrier functions widely used in practice 
     
1
x log x

  
m
Nj
j
c   (5.11) 
  
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1
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( )
  
m
j Njc x
  (5.12) 
where  is the weight applied to the barrier function, a unitless, positive scalar quantity, whereas 
cNj(x) ≥ 0 are the nonlinear constraints. As the iterate approaches the boundary of any constraint, 
the barrier term approaches infinity ( ∞ as cNj  0). The interior point method is coupled with 
the search direction algorithms mentioned above, such as Newton’s method and CG method. The 
nonlinear constraints are redefined in terms of the weighted logarithmic barrier function and added 
to the objective function such that the constrained problem can be reformulated as, 
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All the gradient-based algorithms mentioned above must satisfy a set of first-order 
sufficient optimality conditions, called the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, in order to 
ensure a local or global minimum has been identified. The KKT conditions for an optimization 
problem with only inequality constraints are [82, 87]: 
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  (5.14) 
where ∇x (x*, *) is the gradient of the Lagrange function at the optimal solution and * is the 
vector of Lagrange multipliers, equal to the number of inequality constraints, at the optimal, for 
the constraints. The first condition ensures that a local minimum has been identified; the second 
condition ensures that the Lagrange multipliers are non-negative values; and the final condition 
indicates whether each constraint is active or inactive, if constraint j is inactive *j = 0. The 
Lagrange function provides ease of identifying function minima without having to work with 
constraints parametrically. The Lagrange multipliers, also called the “shadow prices” or “dual 
variables”, provide insight about the sensitivity of the optimal solution, x*, if the constraints are 
slightly perturbed [82, 87].  
The predominantly used barrier function in practice is the logarithmic function, defined in 
Eq. (5.11). In the interior point method, the nonlinear constraints are redefined in terms of weighted 
logarithmic barrier function, added to the objective, which penalizes the objective function if any 
constraints are violated. Thus, the multivariate constrained minimization problem in §5.2 can thus 
be expressed as, 
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where the variables are the same as described previously. The weighted parameter, , is determined 
by solving a sequence of subproblems with decreasing values of  until convergence. As 
the barrier effect diminishes, thus allowing iterates to move closer to the constraint bounds 
yielding an infinite penalty (since cNj0), as shown in Figure 32. In practice, a sequence of 
subproblems are solved because defining a small  makes the problem too difficult to solve, as the 
barrier function will be close to infinite penalty; however, by gradually decreasing  and using the 
current solution as the initial seed for the next evaluation makes the computation easier [82, 87], 
however, with modern computational efficiency this is not an issue. For this particular problem, 
Figure 32: Influence of the barrier term for a one-dimensional bounded problem. As 0 the 
effect of the barrier function diminishes, thus allowing the solver to identify optimal iterates closer 
to the boundary of the feasible region, defined here as, a ≤ x ≤ b. 
a b
= 1
= 0.1
= 0.01
x
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 = 10-3 and the nonlinear programming problem was solved in MATLABTM using the inbuilt 
fmincon function with the interior point method [88].  
5.3.2 Metaheuristics 
 
Metaheuristics refers to going beyond the use of heuristics (i.e. trial and error) to efficiently explore 
the search space, in order to find a solution that is better than what is currently available [89]. 
These class of solvers randomly sample the search domain in order to identify a good 
approximation of the global minimum, hence making them stochastic in nature [90, 91, 92]. Two 
key features of metaheuristic algorithms are diversification and intensification. The former refers 
to creating a diverse solution set for efficient exploration of the search space, achieved by random 
sampling of the domain, whereas the latter describes focusing the search within a local region 
according to solver heuristics knowing the solution lies within a specific area [89]. It is therefore 
essential to strike a balance between the two in order to efficiently determine high-quality regions 
within the domain space [89]. Several algorithms belong within this class of optimization methods, 
including, genetic algorithms (GA), simulated annealing (SA), and particle swarming (PS). The 
mentioned algorithms vary based on the philosophy of the metaheuristic used. For instance, the 
GA is based on the concepts of survival of the fittest (Darwinian evolution), simulated annealing 
is based on the process of metal annealing, and particle swarming is based on trajectory of 
individual birds flying in flocks [93]. 
Metaheuristics are classified as either trajectory-based or population-based. Trajectory-
based algorithms, such as SA, rely on analyzing the solution space using a single point at each 
iteration and defining a path during the search process [89]. Population-based methods, such as 
GA and PS, analyze the problem space using a large, but diverse, population at each iteration that 
evolve during the search [89], and are highly popular for nonlinear problems. Metaheuristics differ 
from the gradient-based methods in four ways: 
(1) Given the stochastic nature of metaheuristic algorithms [89], random sampling 
prevents the solver from being trapped within local minimums, thus allowing for an 
effective sweep of the domain space [85], to identify the optimal solution. In the case 
of gradient-based methods, once the KKT conditions are satisfied, the solver terminates 
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without further exploration. This limits the solver’s ability to identify the “best” 
solution if a problem comprises of multiple minima. Gradient-based solvers yield an 
identical optimal for the same initial start.  
(2) Metaheuristic algorithms can handle nonlinear constraints without the added 
complexity of introducing barrier functions, due to random sampling of the domain. 
(3) Although the computational efficiency of metaheuristics heavily depends on the 
problem and solver parameters, such as number of generations and termination 
tolerances, they do not explicitly require the gradient vector or Hessian matrix, thus 
requiring no storage space, unlike gradient-based methods [85].  
(4) Metaheuristics are easily implemented with nonconvex and noncontinuous functions.  
5.3.2.1 Genetic Algorithm 
 
A GA is a suitable metaheuristic for this particular problem because at each iteration, the 
population is constantly evolving in order to effectively explore the solution space. Genetic 
algorithms belong to the class of evolutionary algorithms, which rely on biological concepts such 
as crossover, mutation, elitism, and selection in order to promote diversity [90, 91, 94].  
Genetic algorithms belong to the population based subclass of metaheuristic; they are 
initialized by defining a population comprised of hundreds to thousands of randomly generated 
individuals (or chromosomes) depending on the problem complexity. The length of a chromosome 
is equivalent to the number of design parameters involved, and each element of the individual, 
called a gene, can be expressed either as a binary or real-valued number, as shown in Figure 33. 
With each iteration, called a generation, the population evolves; the evolution of the population 
begins by selecting parents, from the previous generation, which will breed and create children 
with better fitness values, for successive generations [54, 90, 91]. The selection process is related 
to fitness of each individual within the population [95], where the roulette-wheel and tournament 
selection [55, 86] are commonly applied techniques to select parents.  
In the roulette wheel scheme, each individual within the population is assigned a 
probability, Pj, based on its fitness value defined by [90, 96] 
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The ith individual is selected as the parent for reproducing children in the successive generation if 
and only if Ci-1 < R[0, 1] ≤ Ci, where R is the randomly generated number [91]. The tournament 
selection scheme however, randomly selects K individuals from the population and identifies 
which of the selected has the highest fitness value [90, 94]. The individuals with the best fitness 
Figure 33: A set of individuals (or chromosomes) defines the population for the GA. The length 
of each individual is equal to the number of design parameters involved in the optimization study. 
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are selected as parents and this procedure is repeated until Npop for the following generation is 
satisfied.  
Upon selection of the parents, children with better fitness compared to their predecessors 
are created by applying the biological concepts of crossover, mutation, and elitism. Crossover 
refers to replacing some genes in one parent by the corresponding genes of the other [90, 91, 95]. 
Mutations are applied once the new generation has been created. The operator randomly selects a 
few individuals and changes their respective genes [92]. Alternative to these methods is elitism, 
which identifies K individuals with the highest fitness value, from the current population, and 
copies the genetic information to the children in the following generation. 
This process continues until one of the termination conditions has been reached: surpassing 
maximum number of generation, no further improvement in the fitness value between successive 
generations, or exceeding the constraint and function tolerances.  
5.3.2.2 Remarks on Metaheuristics 
 
Although metaheuristics are powerful methods and are better suited for complex nonlinear 
problems compared to gradient-based methods, the solutions identified by these approaches do not 
satisfy the KKT conditions, and therefore are not locally optimal. To overcome this challenge 
hybrid techniques have been proposed where metaheuristics are combined with a gradient-based 
solver to ensure local convergence [85]. In the hybrid approach, a metaheuristic minimization is 
carried out, and this solution is then treated as the initial start for the gradient-based method to 
ensure a localized minimum has been found. 
5.3.3 Hybrid Method 
 
A hybrid optimization scheme is implemented to assess the design problem. The hybrid 
algorithm combines the GA with the gradient-based interior point method, which is solved in 
MATLABTM using the inbuilt genetic algorithm function and fmincon interior point method. Table 
11 and Table 12 summarize the settings for the GA and interior point method, respectively, which 
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yielded suitable convergence. All other parameters for each algorithm were left as the default 
values.  
Table 11: Settings used for hybridized genetic algorithm 
Population Size Generations Selection Scheme Function Tolerance Constraint Tolerance 
2000 300 Roulette Wheel 1e-9 1e-9 
 
Table 12: Settings for the hybridized interior-point method, using MATLABTM inbuilt function 
fmincon 
Step Tolerance Function Tolerance Constraint Tolerance 
1e-12 1e-10 1e-10 
 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
 
A deterministic optimization approach is employed, where uncertainties associated with the 
thermometallurgical model, kinetic model parameters, and zone set-point temperatures are not 
taken into consideration.  
5.4.1 Optimal Solution Using the Interior Point Method 
 
The nominal furnace settings, summarized in Table 13, served as the initial seed for the 
optimization procedure. For the given roller speed and batch spacing, a corresponding cycle time 
of F(x0) = 29 seconds is treated as the benchmark. Optimization proceeds from the initial point 
until the default convergence criteria, which approximately satisfy the KKT conditions, are met. 
The optimization progress is shown in Figure 34. The batch consists of a single component, with 
a mass of 5 kg, thickness of 1.4 mm, and batch width of 0.5 m. 
Table 13: Initial start point, x0, x10-x120 [°C], x130 [m], x140 [cm/s], and cycle time [s] 
x10 x20 x30 x40 x50 x60 x70 x80 x90 x100 x110 x120 x130 x140 F(x
0) 
815 825 850 855 880 920 920 930 930 925 920 915 1.745 6.0 29 
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The optimal solutions are summarized in Table 14. Two scenarios for the austenitization 
constraint are considered: the first one is a temperature-based criterion, cN13, which reflects current 
industrial practice, and the second explicitly enforces a minimum modelled austenite phase 
fraction at the furnace exit, cN13a based on the first-order austenitization model [10] presented in 
Chapter 3. The optimal furnace parameters, between these two constraints, differ significantly, 
although the difference in cycle time is small. The greatest savings in cycle time is realized with 
cN13a, of 17 seconds faster than the nominal solution, while the improvement using cN13 is slightly 
less. This reflects that the temperature-based constraint is more conservative compared to the 
explicitly modelled austenite constraint. A comparison between the optimal solutions indicate that 
the last seven zones of cN13, were on average 20-30°C higher than when cN13a was imposed, in 
order to satisfy the temperature-based surrogate austenitization condition. In addition, the results 
indicate that the zones can operate at significantly lower temperature in order to achieve desired 
austenitization, which is consistent with the validation results in §4.1.2. 
Table 14: Optimal solutions and associated cycle time for the optimization problem using the first-
order model [10] and nonlinear constraints cN13 and cN13a.  
 x1* x2* x3* x4* x5* x6* x7* x8* x9* x10* x11* x12* x13* x14* F(x
*) 
cN13 842 843 856 860 879 905 905 908 908 907 905 903 1.765 13.2 13 
cN13a 874 864 865 865 878 888 888 882 882 886 888 888 1.768 14.0 12 
 
Figure 34: Example optimization progress for the gradient-based interior point method, using the 
first-order kinetics model [10], with constraint cN13a enforced. 
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Further insight can be obtained from the optimized heating and austenitization profiles, 
shown in Figure 35. A detailed comparison of Figures 32 (a) and (b) confirm that constraint cN13 
is more conservative than cN13a. In both scenarios, the batch is completely austenitized prior to 
TAc3, as majority of the transformation occurs near the Ac1 temperature, as reported by [10, 23]. 
 The optimal zone temperatures are higher than the nominal case for the first five zones to 
promote austenitization earlier in the heating process, thus allowing for faster part conveyance and 
an overall reduction in cycle time.  
The optimization procedure indicates that the 12 ⁰C/s constraint, imposed to prevent 
excessive coating growth, is inactive for both austenitization conditions. However, the 
temperature-based austenite constraint is active, whereas it is inactive for the explicitly modeled 
austenite phase fraction. The burner capacities for both constraints are inactive, though the burner 
capacity for the final zone are near active, as summarized in Table 15.  
 
Table 15: Total energy requirements, in [kW], for each zone at the optimal settings 
Zone 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
cN13 122 80 70 51 44 59 60 55 46 38 33 58 
cN13a 131 87 74 49 43 57 56 52 45 40 35 60 
Figure 35: Optimized heating and austenitization profiles for batches with a single blank. Dashed 
lines correspond to the austenite start and finish temperatures, TAc1 = 730⁰C and TAc3 = 880⁰C. 
Black solid lines are zone temperatures. 
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To verify if this behavior is consistent only for the final zone, the optimization problem was re-
evaluated, using the same conditions specified above, with the omission of zone 12. The analysis 
yielded similar results, where the final zone, operates near the maximum burner rating. This 
suggests that the final zone is the limiting factor that ensures the selected austenite constraint is 
satisfied. The optimization problem was also solved using the phenomenological model, as 
explained in Appendix C. 
 The design problem is also solved for a batch consisting of four blanks, each with a 
thickness of 1.4 mm, an equivalent mass of 20 kg and batch width of 0.5 m. The initial starting 
point for this problem is specified within Table 16. In this scenario, where the batches are at full 
capacity, the nominal cycle time is F(x0) = 59 seconds. The optimal solutions and corresponding 
profiles are summarized in Table 17 and Figure 36, respectively.  
 
Table 16: Initial start point, x0, x10-x120 [°C], x130 [m], x140 [cm/s], and cycle time [s] 
x10 x20 x30 x40 x50 x60 x70 x80 x90 x100 x110 x120 x130 x140 F(x
0) 
815 825 850 855 880 920 920 930 930 925 920 915 3.59 5.0 59 
 
Table 17: Optimal solutions and associated cycle time for the optimization problem using the first-
order model [10] and nonlinear constraints cN13 and cN13a. 
 x1* x2* x3* x4* x5* x6* x7* x8* x9* x10* x11* x12* x13* x14* F(x
*) 
cN13 843 846 857 861 879 903 903 905 905 905 903 901 3.617 13.0 28 
cN13a 907 877 905 907 883 908 891 892 851 911 871 872 3.6123 16.6 22 
 
The first five zones for both austenite conditions are higher than the ones from the nominal 
settings, whereas the remainder are significantly lower. This once again indicates that batches can 
be austenitized using lower operating temperatures than currently established parameters. The 
temperature-based constraint yields a savings of 31 seconds compared to the explicit constraint 
corresponding to savings of 37 seconds. Similar to the single blank case all constraints were 
inactive, except for cN13 and the burner capacity for zone 12. The optimized heating and 
austenitization profiles shown in Figure 36 display that the batches achieve adequate 
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austenitization well before the furnace exit and that majority of the transformation takes place near 
Ac1.  
 
5.4.2 Optimal Solution Using the Hybrid Scheme 
 
The hybrid scheme was used to evaluate the design problem, as constructed in §5.2, 15 times, 
where each execution had a newly randomly generated initial population. The purpose of the 
performing multiple executions is to verify that the optimal solutions were consistent amongst 
different runs, which would be evident if the majority of the solutions were the same (i.e. lie within 
the same optimal region region), thus yielding a near identical objective value. The hybrid scheme 
focuses on batches with only a single unpatched blank. 
The optimal solutions identified using the hybrid approach are shown in Figure 37. When 
the temperature-based austenite constraint is applied, it is evident that the first ten zones operate 
near the upper bound, ~950⁰C, allowing the batches to heat rapidly, whereas the remaining two 
zones have optimal set-point temperatures that vary significantly between optimal runs. A possible 
reason for this variation may be that upon reaching zone 10, the blank is either slightly above or 
Figure 36: Optimized heating and austenitization profiles for batches composed of four blanks. 
Dashed lines correspond to the austenite start and finish temperatures, TAc1 = 730⁰C and TAc3 = 
880⁰C. Black solid lines are zone temperatures. (a) Corresponds to the temperature-based 
austenite constraint; (b) is the optimal for the explicitly modeled constraint.  
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greater than 900⁰C thus the set-point temperatures for zones 11 and 12 are not as significant to the 
overall process, so long as the austenite constraint is just satisfied. Thus, zones 11 and 12 act as 
soaking zones (which contribute to isothermal annealing conditions in the HFDQ process). Figure 
37(b) shows that the majority of the solutions yield a minimized cycle time of 9.1 seconds, which 
corresponds to a savings of approximately 20 seconds from the nominal settings. Two interesting 
differences between the optimums of the methods used are observed. First, the hybrid specified 
optimal zone temperatures and roller speed are significantly higher than the gradient-based 
scheme; second, the optimal cycle time identified by the hybrid scheme is on average 3 seconds 
Figure 37: Optimal solutions identified by the hybrid algorithm, using a GA and gradient-based 
interior point method. (a) and (b) correspond to the temperature-based austenite constraint. (c) 
and (d) correspond to the explicitly modeled austenite constraint. 
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faster. Both observations further reinforce how advanced heuristics allow effective exploration of 
the solution space without being trapped within a local optimum. The cycle length and roller speed 
were relatively consistent amongst runs with a value of 1.745 meters and 0.192 m/s, respectively. 
Figure 37(c) shows the optimal results for the zone temperatures when the explicitly 
modeled austenite constraint is enforced. As observed there is no clear indication of a concentrated 
minimum, instead there appears to be a series of solutions that satisfy all the functional 
requirements. This is further supported by the fact that at each execution of the hybrid algorithm, 
the optimal cycle time is different. One possible reason for this variation may arise from the first-
order model [10] predicting that sufficient austenitization is achieved at temperatures below TAc3, 
(i.e. 820°C to 950°C), while capable of satisfying the remaining constraints. This was also 
observed during experimental validations, using the muffle furnace at an extraction temperature 
of 820°C, as discussed in §4.1.2. Variations in the cycle length and roller speed are also evident, 
ranging from 1.749 – 1.866 m and 0.15 – 0.22 m/s, respectively. Although significant savings are 
realized using this constraint against the nominal settings and the soak-based constraint, for the 
given number of evaluations, the best and worst cycle times are 8 seconds and 12 seconds, 
respectively. Thus, only the best solution from the multiple runs will be considered.  
The optimized solutions obtained using the alternative austenitization constraints are 
summarized in Table 18. 
Table 18: Optimal solutions and associated cycle time using the hybrid scheme. 
 x1* x2* x3* x4* x5* x6* x7* x8* x9* x10* x11* x12* x13* x14* F(x
*) 
cN13 949 949 949 950 950 950 950 949 950 948 846 835 1.745 19.2 9 
cN13a 949 950 944 937 939 947 942 950 943 938 845 898 1.765 22.3 8 
 
The optimal heating and austenitization curves are shown in Figure 38. Similar to the 
gradient-based method, the 12 ⁰C/s constraint and a maximum batch temperature of 950⁰C are not 
exceeded. However, the austenite constraint for the soak-time based requirement is active. The 
burner capacities for each of the individual zones were not exceeded, although zone 12’s rating 
was close to the maximum. Compared to the gradient-based methods, it is evident that the batches 
are able to exit the furnace, fully austenitized, well in advanced, due to the higher operating 
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conditions and roller speed. Similar to the interior point method, the batches austenitize well in 
advance of the furnace exit; it is also observed that most of the austenitization occurs near TAc1. 
Figure 38: Optimized heating and austenitization profiles for batches composed of a single blank. 
Dashed lines correspond to the austenite start and finish temperatures, TAc1 = 730⁰C and TAc3 = 
880⁰C. Black solid lines are zone temperatures. (a) Corresponds to the temperature-based 
austenite constraint; (b) is the optimal for the explicitly modeled constraint.  
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5.5 Summary of the Design Optimization 
 
A process optimization was carried out on a 12-zone roller hearth furnace, to minimize the cycle 
time, whilst optimizing fourteen design parameters: zone temperatures, cycle length, and roller 
speed, subject to a set of functional requirements. In this study, two alternative forms of 
austenitization constraints were considered; a soak-time based constraint, cN13, and an explicitly 
modeled constraint, cN13a. A gradient-based interior point method and a hybrid optimization 
scheme, combining a GA with the interior point method, were implemented to evaluate the 
problem.  
The interior point method showed savings of approximately 17 seconds from the nominal 
settings and indicated that batches can be adequately austenitized at lower operating temperatures. 
The gradient-based technique indicated that cN13 was conservative compared to cN13a, and that all 
constraints were inactive.  
Next, a hybrid scheme was used to assess the problem by performing 15 executions. The 
algorithm, with the soak-based constraint enforced, showed that the first ten zones operate near 
the upper bound whereas the remaining two experience variability, thus behaving as soaking zones. 
When the explicitly modeled austenite constraint was imposed, on the other hand, there was 
considerable variability in the optimal solutions between each execution, which is a consequence 
of the first-order model [10] predicting sufficient batch austenitization at temperatures below TAc3. 
In both cases, the minimized cycle time achieved greater improvements compared to the gradient-
based method.  
These findings indicate that the solution space may contain multiple minimums, hence the 
weaker performance shown by the gradient-based method; and that the choice of the 
austenitization constraint is crucial when selecting operation parameters to minimize the cycle 
time, while ensuring complete austenitization.  
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Chapter Six 
Conclusion and Future Work  
 
 
 
 
6.1 Conclusion 
 
The heating stage of hot stamping is used to austenitize ultra-high strength steels, and in the case 
of  Usibor® 1500AS, transform the Al-Si coating into a ternary Al-Si-Fe intermetallic layer with 
desired properties and thickness.  
In order to optimize production efficiency and improve current industrial practices, a 
thermometallurgical model that couples heating and austenitization is necessary in order to provide 
a physical foundation for the relationship between blank heating, austenitization, and selection of 
furnace parameters. Numerous thermal models for furnace-based heating have been developed to 
simulate heating of the load, yet to date none explicitly account for austenite formation. 
 The thermometallurgical model proposed in this study consists of a heat transfer submodel, 
which simulates the transient temperature of unpatched/patched blanks, and two candidate 
austenite kinetics submodels: a first-order empirical model and one that explicitly accounts for 
nucleation, growth, and impingement. Confidence intervals were also constructed to account for 
uncertainties with the surrounding temperatures and model parameters, using a Monte Carlo 
technique.  
The models were validated by comparing simulation temperature and austenite phase 
fractions with thermocouple and hardness measurements made on instrumented single- and 
double-gauge coupons, undergone continuous and intercritical annealing, in a laboratory muffle 
furnace, and patched blanks heated in an industrial roller hearth furnace. The first-order submodel 
predictions were consistent with the experimental results, whereas the phenomenological 
submodel severely under estimated the austenite formation, and failed to show complete 
austenitization even for coupons exceeding TAc3. The phenomenological submodel performed 
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better for the intercritical annealing tests at temperatures closer to TAc1, a consequence of model 
over-tuning and over estimation of the impingement.  
 Next, a deterministic optimization procedure was developed using the validated 
thermometallurigcal model, exclusively with the first-order kinetics submodel, to minimize the 
cycle time of a 12-zone roller hearth furnace by identifying the optimal zone temperatures, cycle 
length, and roller speed, subject to a set of linear and nonlinear constraints. The design problem 
was evaluated using a gradient-based interior point method, which transforms nonlinear 
constraints into weighted logarithmic penalty functions and a hybrid approach, combining a GA 
with the interior point method. Two austenitization constraints were considered: one based on 
soaking time and one on modelled austenite formation within the blanks leaving the furnace. In 
general, the explicit austenite phase fraction constraint yielded significant improvements against 
defined soak time, which is more conservative. The performance of the optimal solution strongly 
depended on which austenitization constraint was enforced.  
6.2 Future Work 
 
The thermometalurigcal model is an effective tool to predict the heating and austenitization curves 
for unpatched/patched blanks. Its effectiveness is further extended to optimizing furnace 
parameters to ensure complete austenitization of batches while maximizing throughput. Although, 
the model and optimization scheme yield feasible solutions, prior to industrial deployment, further 
improvements are necessary. 
The uncertainty estimates attached to the thermometallurgical model can be improved by 
extending the Monte Carlo analysis to incorporate other model parameters, in particular the 
radiative properties and specific heat of the blanks, which in practice are not perfectly known. 
More advanced models should also address the Al-Si layer transformation, in particular the coating 
kinetics to prevent excessive growth, which influences the thermal model through the change in 
the radiative properties. The melting of coating reduces the life of ceramic rollers and causes them 
to dislocate within the furnace. While coating liquefaction cannot be prevented, industry could use 
such a model to determine process parameters that minimize the impact. 
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 Further focus will be also dedicated to improving upon the optimization model by 
considering a multi-objective scheme that minimizes the energy consumption and cycle time, 
while ensuring batches are fully austenitized. Currently, the optimization scheme only focuses on 
unpatched blanks; however, in industrial settings batches may consists of a combination of 
unpatched/patched blanks. The optimization model could be used to identify feasible furnace 
settings that not only allow sufficient batch austenitization, but also ensure adequate 
transformation of the Al-Si layer. In such cases the thermal mass of the patched and unpatched 
regions are the limiting factors, respectively. Most importantly, in the view of uncertainty attached 
to the thermometallurgical model due to model parameters, zone temperatures, and steel 
composition, further design optimization studies should be conducted in a statistical setting using 
design optimization under uncertainty tools.  
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Appendix A 
Uncertainty Analysis  
 
A.1 Heat Transfer Model 
 
Details about model uncertainty are discussed in §3.7. Uncertainty analysis is performed using a 
Monte Carlo procedure. Since the muffle furnace and roller hearth furnace are both regulated using 
a hysteresis control strategy, the temperature profile within are cyclic about the set-point 
temperature. The temperature variation within the muffle furnace and roller hearth furnace at 
equilibrium are shown in Figure A1.1 and Figure 15, respectively.                                            
 The temperature profile within the muffle furnace and roller hearth furnace have a “saw-
tooth” like profile, corresponding to a uniform distribution. Figure A1.1 represent a uniform 
distribution because at any instant in time, d, the furnaces can be any temperature (i.e. all 
temperatures have an equal likelihood of occurring during operation). This claim can be further 
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Figure A1.1: Temperature variation within the muffle furnace at equilibrium condition, due to 
hysteresis control strategy. 
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supported by plotting a histogram of the probability density function (pdf) for the temperature 
profiles above, as shown in Figure A1.2. 
Figure A1.2: (a) Histogram showing the probability density function of the ambient temperature 
within the muffle furnace. As observed, excluding the very first and last bars, majority of the 
temperatures have a relatively equal probability of occurring at any instant of time. Thus, a 
uniform distribution can be used to describe the nature of the temperature variation within the 
furnaces involved in this study.  (b) uniform distribution representing the pdf of the temperature 
profile. 
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Figure A1.2 shows that there is relatively an equal probability that all ambient temperature 
within the furnace can be any of the one depicted by the profile in Figure A1.1. It is noted that the 
temperatures do not have the exact same probability due to noise in the measurement data; 
however, by approximating the profile as being a smooth, continuous, and straight lines each 
temperature point has an equal chance of occurring.  
A.2 First-order Kinetics Model 
 
As mentioned in §3.4.1, each set of dilatometry measurement was used to derive a pair of [EA, 
log10(A)] parameters. The parameters representative of the heating rates in roller earth furnaces (1-
5°C/s) were binned and found to obey a multivariate normal (MVN) distribution 
[Ea,log10(A)]
T(,). 
These distribution parameters were then used to derive a 90% confidence interval to 
account for model uncertainty associated with the parameters, EA and A, shown in Figure A2.1.  
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Figure A2.1: Austenitization model parameters derived from Gleeble dilatometry measurements 
at heating rates between 1 and 5°C/s. Data used to derive 90% confidence ellipse, with mean and 
covariance shown in Eq. (3.19). Red cross represents mean value of first-order model. 
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A.3 Monte Carlo Simulation 
 
In order to define the credibility interval a Monte Carlo approach is adopted, where the surrounding 
and ambient temperatures, and kinetic model parameters are drawn from their respective pdfs. The 
simulation is run N times and the resulting set of blank temperatures and austenite phase fractions 
are summarized via 95% highest posterior density intervals (HPDI) derived from histograms, as 
shown in Figure A3.1. 
Figure A3.1: (a) Monte Carlo simulation results from N number of runs; (b) Histogram for time, t, 
used for deriving HPDI; (c) Identify points with equal probability, the dark red shaded region should 
contain the desired credibility level. If the interval contains desired credibility interval, check other 
regions. Points defining region with desired credibility level with shortest distance are selected to 
define HPDI; (d) Dashed lines are the credibility interval and solid line is the most probable estimate. 
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  In the case of this study, in order to develop the HPDI from the Monte Carlo simulation 
a histogram at each time is created as shown in Figure A3.1(b). Next, two points with the same 
probability density are chosen to define a finite region, shown as dark red in Figure A3.1(c), 
containing the desired level of credibility (i.e. 90%, 99%, or 99.9%). This procedure is repeated 
until there remain no more points with equal probability densities. The HPDI, shown in Figure 
A3.1(d), is then defined by identifying which pair of points yields the shortest distance between 
them. 
A.4 Uncertainty in Measured Values 
 
 Uncertainty in the sections above focused on the variability associated with model and 
physical parameters. This section looks at the uncertainty associated with data collected using K-
type thermocouples. 
A.4.1 Method 
 
 The procedure used for the uncertainty analysis is based on the approach defined by 
Coleman and Steele [97]. The uncertainty in a quantity R is determined by a set of measured values 
Xj, 
   1 2, ,... jR R X X X  (C.1) 
where each measured value has an uncertainty attached to it denoted by Xj, and the influence of 
the uncertainty on R is evaluated by 
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X
  (C.2) 
where RX represents the uncertainty in R due to the uncertainty in Xj. The uncertainty is thus given 
by 
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If R is a function of several measured quantities and the dependence can be expressed as 
 1 2
1 2 ...
C C Cj
jR X X X   (C.4) 
the overall uncertainty is calculated from the uncertainties of each of the individual measurements 
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The overall uncertainty in R is represented as a percentage. The following section describes the 
uncertainty associated with the temperature measurements. 
A.4.2 Temperature Measurements 
 
 The out-of-box error tolerance for K-type thermocouples, as per OMEGATM’s Temperature 
Handbook [98], is the worst case scenario of either 2.2°C or 0.75(Measured temperature). 
However, this measurement error can be improved if an ice-point cell or cold-junction is utilized. 
As mentioned in Appendix B, thermocouple measurements using the muffle furnace were done 
with a National Instruments SCXI-1303 isothermal block, designed with a cold-junction 
temperature sensor; thus, the measurement error is 0.9°C [99]. The overall measurement error in 
the temperature measurements is characterized by 
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  (C.6) 
Figure C5.1 shows the measurement error associated with the actual temperature measurements, 
using the muffle furnace. Since the standard measurement error is very small, there is high 
confidence in the thermocouple readings and in the ability of the thermocouples to detect the onset 
and completion austenitization temperatures. As was observed in Chapter 4, since the simulation 
results contained the experimental temperature data, the model’s predictive capabilities are 
effective. 
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Figure C5.1: Measurement error associated with actual temperature measurements obtained from 
K-type thermocouples using the National Instruments SCXI-1303 isothermal block, when performing 
validation studies with muffle furnace.  
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Appendix B 
Experimental Setup  
 
B.1 Muffle Furnace 
 
A laboratory muffle furnace is used for in-house validation studies. Details of the furnace are 
discussed in Chapter 2. Data logging was performed using a National Instrument SCXI-1000 
system with a SCXI-1303 terminal block with 32-channels. The equipment setup is shown in 
Figure B1.1. 
 
National Instruments LabVIEW software was used to create a program that would record 
temperature measurements, developed by University of Waterloo personnel. Temperature 
measurements on instrumented single- and double-gauge coupons were recorded every second.  
B.2 Roller Hearth Furnace 
 
Data logging was performed using a hand-held temperature measurement device. 
  
Figure B1.1: Equipment setup used for the laboratory muffle furnace. National Instruments 
SCXI-1000 chassis used with SCXI-1303 32-channel terminal block for thermocouple connection. 
NI SCXI-1100
NI SCXI-1303
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Appendix C 
Optimization Using the Phenomenological Kinetics 
Submodel  
 
The phenomenological kinetics submodel [25], was also used to identify optimal furnace 
parameters, for a batch consisting of one unpatched blank. The gradient-based interior point 
method is used to evaluate the constrained multivariate minimization problem. Nominal furnace 
settings, as defined in Table 13 (§5.4.1), were used as the initial start point for the algorithm. The 
algorithm continued to identify new iterates until the KKT conditions were approximately 
satisfied, as defined in Table 12. The optimal solutions and minimized cycle time are summarized 
in Table C1, whereas the optimized heating and austenite curves are shown in Figure C1. 
Table C1: Optimal solutions and associated cycle time for the optimization problem using Li et al.’s 
model [25] and nonlinear constraints cN13 and cN13a.  
 x1* x2* x3* x4* x5* x6* x7* x8* x9* x10* x11* x12* x13* x14* F(x
*) 
cN13 842 843 856 860 879 906 906 908 908 908 906 902 1.767 13.3 13 
cN13a 816 826 851 855 880 920 920 929 929 925 920 915 1.749 6.3 28 
 
 
Figure C1: Optimized heating and austenitization profiles. Dashed lines correspond to the austenite 
start and finish temperatures, T
Ac1
= 730⁰C and T
Ac3
= 880⁰C. Black solid lines are zone temperatures. 
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The greatest improvement in the cycle time is achieved with the temperature-based 
constraint, of 16 seconds faster than the nominal solutions. In contrast, only a savings of 1 second 
is yielded with the explicit austenite constraint imposed. Figure C1, shows that although cN13 is 
satisfied, the model predicts incomplete austenitization, approximately 83%, within the batch upon 
exiting the furnace even though the batch exceeds TAc3, a consequence of potentially over 
predicting the influence of impingement. In order to achieve adequate austenitization using the 
explicit austenite constraint, cN13a, higher zone temperatures, longer residence time, and thus 
longer cycle times are necessary compared to the former requirement and that predicted using the 
first-order model [25].  
In general, the first five zones have a higher temperature compared to the nominal settings, 
to allow austenitization earlier within the heating process while avoiding excessive Al-Si layer 
growth. The soak-based constraint in general shows that all the constraints can be satisfied using 
lower feasible parameters, similar to the gradient-based method. The alternative constraint, 
however, suggests zone temperatures identical to the nominal setting are necessary to satisfy the 
austenitization criteria.  
A key difference between the Li et al.’s model [25] and Di Ciano et al.’s model [10] is that 
the former shows that the growth of austenite is very slow, in particular at higher temperatures. 
This as mentioned in §4.2.2, may be the consequence of severe model fitting and an over 
estimation of the impingement effects. The difference in the performance between the two 
austenitization submodels reflect how influential the choice of austenite constraints and kinetics 
submodels are when identifying feasible furnace parameters. This observation was also reported 
by Ganesh et al. [56], who had extended Heng et al.’s [54] optimization model of an austenitizing 
roller hearth furnace by incorporating a detailed austenite growth model.  
 
